
Dear editor, 

we addressed all points raised by the referees and responded positive to most of them. 

Major modifications: 

a) Clarification of ON yields and OrgNO3 fractions throughout the manuscript. We 

provided a new Figure 4 to better address these issues. We modified the discussion 

of ON and OrgNO3 in section 4.1 and 4.3. 

b) We addressed the role of alkoxy radicals in the modified Figure 3 and showed that 

their fragmentation is probably not important for the SOA yields. We reformulated 

section 4.4. and the conclusion section 5, accordingly. 

c) For new Figure 3 and new Figure 4 we replaced simple integration of UMR data by 

analysis based on assigned high resolution CIMS data. The mass ranges 230-550 Da 

were kept the same. As a consequence the values are somewhat lower now, but that 

affected none of our conclusions. We now strictly refer to mass concentrations in 

Figures 3, 4, and 9. For consistency we also made a new Figure 9, now also based 

on HR data.  

d) Wherever requested we modified the text of the manuscript for better reading and 

understanding, e.g. sections 2.4, 3.3, 3.5, 4.1, 4.4 and 5. 

e) We tried to explain uptake experiments and Zhao et al. experiments more clearly. 

f) We updated the references for the discussions of ON and OrgNO3 hydrolysis, as well 

as for particulate ON and SOA yields as f(NOX). 

g) We went through the manuscript and tried to remove grammatical errors. 

 

With best regards ! 

 

Thomas Mentel 



Reply to reviewer #1 

We thank the reviewer #1 for the helpful comments. We addressed all points raised. 

Reviewer comment: 

1. The paper concluded with increasing NOX HOM-ACC strongly decreases and 

consequently suppress SOA formation. While the experiments and analysis appear robust and 

in agreement with some literature, it is important to point out that some other literature such 

as Pye et al., (2015) and Marais et al. (2016), with specific representation of particulate 

organic nitrate predict the reduction in NOx emissions causes a considerable reduction in 

organic aerosol. Could authors comment on this discrepancy? In this regard, in Figure 2 

authors showed HOM spectra with and without NOX addition. It might be worthwhile to 

mention total SOA or HOM mass for these two cases for easier comparison. 

 

Reply: 

In our paper Safrazadeh et al. (2016) we showed that the effect of NOX on SOA yields is 

complex. NOX can affect SOA formation by influencing the OH concentration (a variation of 

OH scavenging as described in McFiggans et al. (2019)) and by changing the product 

composition. How the product composition and the product properties are changing with NOX 

has general components, such as NO reacting fast with RO2, and is specific for the 

compound (class) under consideration.  

Marais et al. (2016) propose an improved mechanism for isoprene oxidation and applied it in 

a regional model study. They showed that increasing NOX (NO) is leading to decreasing 

isoprene SOA: “Isoprene SOA concentrations increase as NOx emissions decrease (favoring 

the low-NOx pathway for isoprene oxidation).” Herein the low-NOX pathway leads to the 

formation of IEPOX, which in turn enter the particulate phase by reactive uptake. The 

reactive uptake of IEPOX is specific to isoprene reaction systems, and we don’t really see 

what could be learned from that comparison for our study of monoterpenes.  

The work of Pye et al. (2015) is also a regional model study considering the role of NO and 

NO3 in organic nitrate (ON) formation. The results of regional model studies depend on 

parametrization of the precursor chemistry (which is in this case lumped), while we describe 

specific observations in our chamber. Pye et al. find a decrease of 9% in SOA when NOX 

emissions are reduced by 25%. The NOX level was roughly of the order of one 1 ppb, the 

effect of the NOX reduction on the NOX concentration was not specified. Pye et al. attributed 

the monoterpene-SOA decrease with decreasing NOX mainly to a decreasing NO3 

contribution. Effects of NO3 are outside our observations, and we added a statement in the 

Introduction section, underling that our study focus on NOX in daytime photochemical 

systems and that NO3 reactions also lead to ON, but are not treated here (p.2, line 16-20, in 

the revised manuscript).  

Since Marais et al. as well as Pye et al. address aspects different than our study, it is very 

difficult to say if their model results are in contradiction to ours or not. So, detailed specific 

comparisons with Marais et al. or Pye et al. do not make much sense to us. However, the 

referee is correct that our laboratory results, which address mechanistic aspects of SOA 

formation in the presence of NOX especially under consideration of HON-ON, should not be 

generalized too quickly and blindly transferred to the atmosphere, where more aerosol 

precursors and SOA formation processes prevail. In order to prevent misleading 

interpretations of our specific results we will add a sentence in the concluding section (p.23, 

line 26-31, in the revised manuscript): 



“Note, that we considered the photochemistry of NOX to SOA contribution for two major MT, 

α-pinene and β-pinene. We find that that SOA yields are fairly independent of NOX, but drop 

significantly at the highest NOX levels. Model studies show that increase of NOX emissions 

may also lead to more SOA, when NO3 is the oxidant (e.g. Pye et al. 2015) or when isoprene 

is involved (Marais et al. 2016). In the latter case NO directs the gas phase mechanism 

toward isoprene products with reactive uptake, while for compounds like α-pinene and β-

pinene, which were investigated here, condensation is more important for SOA formation and 

thus vapor pressures controls SOA yields.” 

 

We did not modify Figure 2 as this illustrates how the effect of NOX appears quite obvious in 

the mass spectra. Instead we modified Figure 3, which now shows mass concentrations of 

total HOM and of monomers and accretion products. These were derived from high 

resolution analysis of the mass spectra, as this allowed for a more detailed analysis. We 

replaced integration of mass spectra at UMR in certain ranges by analysis based on peak 

lists (Suppl. S6). We can thus resolve monomers and accretion products in the overlapping 

range. Identified peaks explain more than 90% of the observed signal. We also replaced 

mixing ratio by mass concentration as this allows for a better direct estimate how much mass 

monomers and accretion products potentially contribute to SOA. We limited the analysis to 

the mass range 230-550Da, which covers the compounds with sufficient functionalization to 

condense and form SOA. Therefore the numbers are somewhat lower compared to the 

original manuscript, but this did not affect any of the conclusions. 

With new Figure 3 we also modified formulations in section 3.3 (p.12, line 26 – p.13, line12, 

in the revised manuscript). 

 

 

2. Page 11, Line 2  

a) The authors estimated a molar yield of ≈36% for the ON formed from β–pinene which is 

higher than the largest previously reported values (26 ±7% Rindelaub et al., (2016), while for 

similar condition of this study (acidic seed aerosol and RH ≈60%), they even estimated less 

(≈6%).  

b) The authors mentioned at the Figure 9’s caption “The effect of hydrolysis of 80% of the 

organic bound nitrate has no substantial effect on the SOA mass.” However, Boyd et al. 

(2015) estimated particle phase hydrolysis of organic nitrates compose 45–74% of the organic 

aerosol. These discrepancies might be attributed to estimation of a slower aerosol hydrolysis 

in this study? and subsequently underestimation of importance of hydrolysis for explaining 

the SOA mass suppression with increasing NOX in the system? 

 

Reply: 

a) Our molar yield considers the sum of all organic nitrates formed from β-pinene in the 

gas-phase in absence of seed aerosol at RH = 60%. Our finding is commensurable with 

molar branching ratios of the reaction RO2 + NO into RO and ON as implemented in 

MCMv3.1.1 for ß-pinene for the given conditions. Since we did not have seed aerosols in this 

experiment, the observed molar yield cannot be dependent on the pH of the seed aerosols. 

ON formation depends of course both on the VOC under investigation and on the VOC/NOX 

ratio. Therefore one cannot expect the same yields in different studies with different 

precursor starting conditions. 



Rindlaub et al. (2015) investigated α-pinene and reported an apparent yield for ON of 

26(±7)% by extrapolation to particle free conditions. Assuming that α-pinene and β-pinene 

have a similar ON/RO branching ratio in the reaction of RO2 with NO/NO2 this value is within 

the errors the same as our 36(±4)%. While Rindelaub et al. observed the integral ON by 

actively measuring the available ON by FTIR, we derive our value from the consumption of 

NO2, more precisely from the excess of NO2 in the absence of β-pinene at the same OH 

concentration. So, as long as the branching ON/RO does not much depend on RH, which is 

the case, we would observe by our method the same apparent ON yield at all RH, while 

Rindelaub et al. would miss the hydrolysed ON. It is not on us to judge Rindelaub’s et al. 

work, but it was performed for another compound, α-pinene, at ppm initial concentrations and 

more than 100ppb of NOX initially in the system. Moreover, there were several hundred to 

several thousand ug/m3 particulate mass formed during their non-seeded experiments, so a 

substantial fraction of the ON, including semivolatile ON, must have resided in the particulate 

phase. In our interpretation of their Figure 4 they observed overall a yield of ON of 5-10% for 

a wide range of RH with strong excursions up to 23% in a narrow range around 15% RH. 

We reformulated a part of section 3.5 to include references proposed by the reviewer (p.17, 

line 8-13, in the revised manuscript). 

b) The intent of our study is clearly not to solve the question of hydrolysis of particulate 

ON. Our starting point of discussing HOM-ON hydrolysis is to find a rationale for the 

mismatch between observed OrgNO3 (particulate organic bound nitrate) observed by AMS 

(up to 3%) and the OrgNO3 which should be expected from the uptake/condensation of 

HOM, including HOM-ON, with more than 6 O (up to 10%). The mismatch indicated that 

more than 2/3 of the OrgNO3 got somehow lost. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 9, the role 

of hydrolysis for the impact of NOX for SOA production is negligible. Since this has been 

proposed in the literature, we were merely wondering if hydrolysis of ON in the particulate 

phase may help to reconcile particulate phase observations and HOM-ON.  

Our Figure 6 shows that vapor pressures of HOM do not depend much on the type of the 

termination group. It seems realistic to us that only HNO3 will escape the particulate phase 

on hydrolysis of multi-functionalized HOM-ON, while the multi-functionalized organic moieties 

remain. Under this specific case/assumption we calculated the change of the expected mass 

as shown in Figure 9; it assumes in fact instantaneous, thus fast hydrolysis. The release of 

HNO3 can explain the mismatch between gas phase OrgNO3 that is expected to condense 

on particles and realized OrgNO3 in the particulate phase. Figure 9 is supposed to show that 

this type of hydrolysis will not much affect the SOA mass thus our finding of a low 

dependence of SOA yield on NOX, if OH concentration is kept stable. The somewhat lower 

yields at high NOX in our case can be solely accounted for by less mass formation due to 

HOM by suppression of dimers with increasing NOX. Overall, our interpretation is not in 

contradiction with field and model studies which detected that about 2/3 of the particulate ON 

hydrolyze and release HNO3 from the particulate phase (Zare et al., 2019, Fisher et al., 

2016). Like Takeuchi and Ng (2019), these studies leave the fate of the organic moieties 

open, but they are likely alcohols (Hu et al. 2011) and thus have the same or lower vapor 

pressures as the mother ON (Zare et al., 2019). 

We are aware of and appreciate the study by Boyd et al. 2015. However here must be a 

misunderstanding. First of all, Boyd et al. investigated the oxidation of β-pinene by NO3. 

Herein NO3 is the primary oxidant forming nitrate groups directly by first attack on the double 

bond. This is different from our study where we oxidize the MT by OH and (HOM-)ON are 

formed by peroxy radicals terminating with NO and NO2. Boyd et al. found 45-74% 

contribution of particulate ON of which 90% survived hydrolysis, due to a lower fraction of 

tertiary ON in NO3 oxidation compared to photooxidation and termination by NOX (our case). 



Browne et al. (2013) suggested that photooxidation of α-pinene and termination by NOX 

produces about 60% tertiary ON that easily hydrolyze, but they considered ON hydrolysis 

only for HNO3 budget. The suggestion by Browne et al. would be perfectly in line with our 

interpretation, that about 2/3 of the OrgNO3 is lost as HNO3. Takeuchi and Ng (2019) stated 

in a recent paper that they cannot determine for sure the “fate of the organic moiety of the 

hydrolysis product (i.e., stay in the particle phase or repartition back to the gas phase)”. The 

hydrolysis was observed by Takeuchi and Ng for about the same relative humidity. The 

hydrolyzable fraction FH for α-pinene +OH + NO system was 32%, if one assumes no loss of 

the organic moiety. A hydrolyzed fraction of 32% is about half what we determined, but 

regarding our only rough estimates it is within the errors. The hydrolysis was fast and we are 

able to easily observe it within the residence time of 1h in our chamber. Taken all together 

the findings of the Boyd et al, Browne et al. (2013), and Takeuchi and Ng l. are supportive or 

at least not in contradiction to our findings. Furthermore, the experiment of Zhao et al. (2018) 

showed that expected OrgNO3 and observed OrgNO3 agree in a dry environment. These 

experiments were made in another context but with the same instruments and analysis 

methods. Together with most of the literature data this all is in favor of our interpretations. 

However, we would like to note that hydrolysis of ON and pON is not the focus of the paper 

and our data are not suited to solve inconclusive findings in the literature. 

 

 

3) Page 18, Line 11-24 The authors discussed higher humidity in their chamber and 

hydrolysis as the key for less estimation of OrgNO3 fraction in the particulate-phase than as 

determined by AMS and also finding (≈11%) by Zhao et al. (2018). It is important to point 

out not only Zhao et al. but also many recent measurements (e.g., Romer et al., 2016) and 

modeling studies (e.g., Pye et al., 2015; Fisher et al., 2016; Zare et al., 2019) estimated a 

higher fraction of organic nitrates in the particle phase (≈10%-20%). As they also considered 

a rather fast hydrolysis for organic nitrate aerosols it might be worthwhile to compare the 

result here to their results as well. However, it might be useful to mention Zare et al. show 

that at a more humid condition (similar to this study with higher RH) heterogeneous uptake to 

particle water tends to form less particulate organic nitrates against uptake to dry organic 

aerosols. Considering the impact of humidity at the aerosol formation together with the 

impact on the loss process of hydrolysis for particulate organic nitrates could help reconcile 

the discrepancy? 

 

Reply: 

We think here is a misunderstanding. As was shown in Figure 8 (blue and orange circles) the 

molar fraction of particulate ON expected from HOM condensation ranges up to 40% for both 

MT with increasing NOX. In the new Figure 4 we show now that the mass fraction of HOM-

ON mounted up to 50%. From this point of view we are cum granis sale in agreement with 

the other lab, field and model studies which find similar fractions of particulate ON from MT. 

The diagnostic link between HOM-ON and particulate phase analysis by AMS was organic 

bound nitrate (OrgNO3), a terminus used by the AMS community. We discuss OrgNO3, i.e. 

the mass fraction of –NO3 groups attached to ON. In Figure 8 we showed the OrgNO3 mass 

fraction expected from condensable HOM-ON and compare it with the OrgNO3 fraction 

observed by AMS. We tried to clarify the difference between OrgNO3 and particulate ON 

throughout the manuscript, e.g. we added a note to section 2.3 (p.8, line 16-17, in the revised 



manuscript), reformulated large parts of section 4.1. (p.18, line 2-15, in the revised 

manuscript) and (p.18, line 22-23, in the revised manuscript). 

We attributed the discrepancy between OrgNO3 in the gas-phase HOM and in the particle 

phase to plausible hydrolysis of ON in the particulate phase (as discussed in the previous 

reply). Since we are missing organic bound NO3 in the system and not SOA mass, we 

assumed that only HNO3 is released to the gas-phase. As shown in Figure 9 this effect is 

small, because OrgNO3 contributed only about 20% to HOM-ON mass and HOM-ON 

contributes a few times 10% percent to SOA mass.  

The HOM-ON hydrolysis in the particulate phase must occur on times scales of less than one 

hour at 60%RH. The time scale is in accordance with the findings of Romer et al. (2016), 

however they linked ON hydrolysis to isoprene oxidation, which we don’t have. We choose 

Zhao et al. as an example for expected OrgNO3 and observed OrgNO3 being in agreement in 

a dry environment, because they used the same instruments and analysis methods. 

We determined effective uptake rates for HOM-ON and the OrgNO3 content in the particulate 

phase at only one relative humidity. We did not determine effective uptake rates for HOM ON 

at different humidity and therefore our data do not allow statements on the effects of humidity 

on particle formation by condensation of HOM.  

Although hydrolysis of ON is very interesting and the most plausible explanation for the loss 

of OrgNO3, it is not a central point of out studies and we prefer to refrain from further 

discussion in the manuscript. 

 

We modified Figure 4 substantially in order to show the mass fraction of HOM-ON. 

 

We added the references (see below) for discussion here to manuscript. 

 

Minor comments 

We are sorry for that many mistakes and typos. We thank the reviewer for the careful reading 

of the manuscript and for the corrections. We went through the manuscript in order to 

improve language and grammar. 

 

Page 3, for less confusion and similar to the other relevant papers, it is better to give a 

same reaction number for reactions with similar reactants, e.g. (R4) and (R4a) should 

be “(R4a)” and “(R4b)”, and also for R5 and R7 should change as “(R5a)” and “(R5b)”. 

done 

 

Page 6, Line 1-4, multiplication sign for reaction rates are missed. 

dots replaced by x 

 

Page 6, Line 2, References should be lined up in the proper sequence. 

done 

 

Page 13, Line 13, remove spare space before parentheses. 

done 

 

Page 15, Line 1-4, remove redundant parentheses. 

We could not find redundant parenthesis. The parenthesis being there were set by purpose 

to indicate a side remark.  

No action. 



 

Page 15, Line 21, remove extra “was” 

done 

 

Page 15, line 24, “estimated to be” 

done 

 

Page 32, Figure1, for better readability write axis label on the right-hand side from 

done, for consistency also applied to Figure 7 

 

Page 37, Line4, the brown bars look like more “orangeish” than brown in my eyes. 

color tuned to brown 

 

Page 40, Line 5-6 used different font. 

corrected 
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Reply to reviewer #2 

We thank the reviewer #2 for the helpful comments. We addressed all points raised. 

 

Comments of Referee #2 

The goal of this work is to explore the observed and documented suppression of SOA 

formation in the presence of NOx from previous studies. The authors hypothesized the 

observed decrease in SOA mass could be due to HOM termination reactions, in particular the 

reactions that form gas-phase accretion products or HOM organic nitrates. To test their 

hypothesis, they performed a series of chamber experiments at the Jülich Plant Atmosphere 

Chamber, a well characterized environment. They primarily used a Chemical Ionization Mass 

Spectrometer with NO3- ionization which has been repeatedly shown to be useful in 

measuring HOM, and studied the photooxidation of _and _-pinene. They found that HOM 

accretion products were much more heavily suppressed than non-nitrate monomer products in 

the presence of NOx. They determine this loss of accretion products is a possible and even 

likely reason for SOA mass suppression in the presence of NOx.  

Section 4.4 discusses the suppression of accretion products but notably lacking is the 

possibility of precursor decomposition as a result of RO2 + NO (R7, page 3 line 24) forming 

an alkoxy which can rapidly decompose, resulting in smaller RO2 building blocks for 

accretion chemistry. This is brought up briefly on page 11 line 23, but is not worked into the 

discussion in section 4.4. It is however noted in the last sentence of the manuscript, only to 

say that it will be discussed in a further manuscript. This seems warranted to be discussed 

within this manuscript, and as-is I find it to be a major deficit of this work that should be 

discussed somewhere, potentially section 4.4.  

 

Reply: 

The referee is of course correct, reaction RO2 + NO leads to alkoxy radicals RO. However, 

fragmentation is not the only reaction path of RO.  

Alkoxy radicals can react with O2 and under H-abstraction and formation of carbonyl 

compounds. If the alkoxy radical is a HOM-RO then the product will still contribute to SOA. 

However, reaction with O2 is the major path for small peroxy radicals, although Finlayson Pitt 

and Pitts in their textbook listed substantial branching ratios for this path, p. 190) 

RO radicals fragment often by α-scission. In ring systems, like the pinenes, this can lead to 

ring opening keeping the back bone intact. If the alkoxy radical that breaks apart is a HOM 

alkoxy and the larger fragment has 7, 8, or 9 C atoms, they could still contribute to SOA 

formation. 

In addition, RO can rearrange very fast by H-abstraction forming an OH group and a radical, 

which can continue the radical chain. If the H is abstracted from a C atom, O2 can add to the 

carbon centered radical and the resulting peroxy radical can continue autoxidation.  

If H is abstracted from a hydroperoxide group, then the new peroxy radical will be formed in a 

unimolecular step. Both rearrangement pathways will contribute to SOA formation. 

And autoxidation - maybe in combination with the alkoxy pathway - is fast, as can be seen by 

the high degree of oxidation of the detected HOM-ON. 

The referee is correct that fragmentation of alkoxy radicals could lower the SOA yield, 

however, although fragmentation occurs this does not affect the condensable mass. This can 

now be seen in the modified Figure 3. We separated the total HOM into monomers and 



accretion products and specified for the monomers the contribution of C10 compounds and 

C<10 compounds as f[NOX]SS. Figure 3 is limited to a mass range where compounds will 

condense according to our analysis (section 4.2, Figure 6). We assume that C<10 compounds 

arise mainly from alkoxy radical decomposition. The importance of C<10 compounds 

increases with NOX, but they must carry more oxygen to get molecular masses larger than 

230 Da, i.e.one O atom more per C atom lost. Therefore the C<10 compounds will still 

contribute to the SOA mass. As a consequence, the major reduction of HOM mass at high 

[NOX]SS is due to the suppression of HOM-ACC, as can be seen in new Figure 3. 

Our reference to a next paper dealing with alkoxy radicals in the conclusion section referred 

to the mechanistic aspects of HOM formation. 

 

Action: We provided an extended Figure 3, and modified and extended the text in section 3.3 

accordingly (p.12, line 26 –p.13, line12 in the revised manuscript). We further added text 

passages to section 4.4 (p.20, line 32 – p.21, line 6, in the revised manuscript) where we 

discuss the role of fragmentation via alkoxy radicals on HOM and SOA yield. We added one 

sentence to the conclusion section (p.23, line 23-25, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Additionally, the grammatical errors throughout impede understanding of the manuscript and 

need significant improvement before publication.  

 

Reply: 

We apologize for that many mistakes and typos. We thank the reviewer for the careful 

reading of the manuscript and for the corrections. We went through the manuscript in order 

to improve language and grammar. 

 

All in all, this work is novel and of interest to the readers of ACP, so after addressing these 

major concerns and the other minor technical edits detailed below this manuscript should be 

suitable for publication. 

 

Page 1, line 33-35: This could also be due to the higher vapor pressure of HOMON relative to 

similar non-nitrates as you reference on page 17 line 26-27. Consider rewording to make clear 

you’re basing this statement off the results in this paper. 

 

Thanks for that hint. We clarified, that we are referring to our results of effective uptake of 

HOM-ON (p.1, line 33-35, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Page 2, line 28: “the absence of particles in the presence of NOx”: consider rewording. The 

presence of NOx doesn’t mean there’s no particles around. 

 

Sentence modified (p.3, line 1-2, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Page 5 line 28 – Page 6 line 7: It would be helpful to include the average or typical 

concentration of OH more clearly. It is state on Page 6 line 3 but it feels a bit buried and is a 

single value as opposed to the range stated for O3 and shown for OH in Fig.1. Furthermore, 

the range of O3 stated on page 5 line 13 does not match that on page 6 line 2. I would suggest 

adding the O3 and OH concentrations to Table 1. 

 



Table 1 extended as requested. 

 

Page 8, line 10: please justify ignoring wall loss by providing a reference for particle- wall 

loss rates on similar chambers, or a loss rate estimate from your measurements. 

 

We added a reference to an earlier study: Mentel et al. 2009, lifetime of particles ≈ residence 

time of air in the chamber. 

 

Page 8, line 25: what is meant by “molecules with finite vapor pressures”? Isn’t the vapor 

pressure finite with a given structure at a given temperature and pressure? 

 

reformulated at both instances 

Page 10, line 7-9: is Sp the surface area of the particles? Sentence starting with “Varying 

Lp(HOM)” is confusing, isn’t that relationship linear by definition? Consider rewording to 

replace the verb “led”, similar to the sentence on page 13, lines 11-12. 

 

now: surface area added 

We reformulated the passage according the suggestions (p.10, line 25-29, in the revised 

manuscript) 

 

Page 11 line 16-17: the comment about the endo versus exocyclic bonds should either be 

explained and/or cited here, or be moved to the discussion section. Fig 2: Should note what 

these were normalized to as in Figure 4 caption. 

 

Since we are referring to well-known properties of compounds with exocyclic and endocyclic 

double bonds, we will not move that to discussions. We reformulated the text passage.  

The caption of Figure 2 was changed accordingly (p.12, line 7-17, in the revised manuscript) 

 

Page 13 line 11-13: is this based on assumptions or was new particle formation observed? 

Consider rewording for clarity. Does loss to particles include loss to NPF in the correction? 

 

The formation of new particle does not matter much for the uptake experiments themselves 

as long as the particle surface area is determined correctly. However, one needs particle free 

conditions to measure directly the reference c0(HOM) at the same HOM production rate. The 

wall loss coefficient LW can be determined at lower concentrations. Too low c0(HOM) 

because of NPF will cause negative intercept in LP vs. SP plots like Figure 5. We modified the 

manuscript and explained more precisely what was done to determine c0(HOM) despite of 

NPF during the non-seeded part of the experiment (p.10, line 31 – p.11, line 2, and p.14, 

line17-22, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Fig 6: why does the C10H16O7-10 vary so much from the C10H14O7-10 & C10H16OxNO2 

homologues in that oxygen range? Is it possible that the peaks are mis-assigned or contain 

multiple compounds? On page 13 line 22 it is stated that: “the potential to condense on 

particles was about the same for HOM-PP and HOM-ON”, however this is not entirely 

consistent with C10H16O7-10 in Figure 6? 

 



We checked and the peaks are not miss-assigned. And yes, more than one compound can 

contribute to a given molecular formula. For example, a compound with molecular structure 

that causes very low vapor pressure could dominate the signal. We added a short discussion 

of that issue to the manuscript (p.19, line 4-5, in the revised manuscript).  

 

Page 16 paragraph starting line 15: Where does the factor of 1/5 come from? Also, I find the 

distinction, or lack thereof, of OrgNO3 and ON confusing throughout the manuscript but 

particularly in this paragraph. Please clearly define the difference somewhere or use the same 

acronym throughout. 

 

The factor 1/5 is the mass fraction of nitrate (NO3-, 62 Da) in ON with an average molecular 

mass of 300 Da. We clarified that.  

The referee is correct, there are places where OrgNO3 and ON were mixed. Otherwise 

OrgNO3 is a terminus technicus used by the AMS community and we would like to stick to it.  

We defined OrgNO3 clearly in the AMS section, and underlined its importance as diagnostic 

quantity for linking particulate phase observations and gas-phase observations. 

We went through manuscript and tried to clearer distinguish ON and OrgNO3.We added a 

note to section 2.3 (p.8, line 16-17, in the revised manuscript), reformulated section 4.1. in 

large parts (p.18 line 2-15, in the revised manuscript) and modified the first paragraph of 

section 4.2 (p.18, line 22-23, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Page 17 line 4-5 & 7-8: would be helpful to define HOM with respect to # of Oxygens or to 

define “few O-atoms” with a number. This could be defined on page 3, lines 13-14 or lines 

33-34. 

 

We specified the number of Oxygen numbers as requested 

We added the definition of HOM in the introduction section (p.4, line 12-13, in the revised 

manuscript). 

 

Page 18, line 9-10: do you see this higher SOA mass for NOx experiments relative to no-

NOx? Has it been reported elsewhere? 

 

This effect will be very difficult to determine. At SOA yields of 10-20% with 50% pON it would 

be a 1 % effect. It might be overlapped by effects of varying [OH] and the HOM-ACC 

suppression. It has thus not been reported elsewhere. More importantly, hydrolysis of ON in 

the particulate phase will probably mask the effect. That is what we tried to address.  

We reformulated this part of the manuscript to indicate that the effect would be small (p.19, 

line 29-31, in the revised manuscript). 

 

Page 18, 1st paragraph section 4.3: can you describe better what Zhao did and do a more 

complete comparison? As-is, it seems like you’re in perfect agreement that 10-11% of the 

OrgNO3 is in the particle phase, but then lines 18-19 says you’re not in agreement? 

 

We added more information of the Zhao experiments (p.20, line 3-7, in the revised 

manuscript). 

Zhao et al. find agreement between expected OrgNO3 from HOM and observation in the 

particulate phase, whereas in our study we only realized 20-30% of the expected OrgNO3 



from HOM in the particulate phase. We expressed clear wherein the studies do agree and do 

not agree (p.20, line 8-10, in the revised manuscript). 

 

 

Section 4.4: language could be formalized more throughout this section. “Mass loss” is a 

somewhat misleading phrase to mean converting potentially condensing species to non-

condensable, not a direct loss of SOA mass due to, for example, evaporation. Please rework to 

be clearer and more streamlined.  

 

Paragraph was reformulated in large parts. The notation mass loss was omitted, where 

possible. (p.21, line 5 – p. 22, line 8, in the revised manuscript) 

 

page 21 line 12-13: please provide citations 

 

references provided 
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Reply to reviewer #3 

We thank the reviewer #3 for the helpful comments. We addressed all points raised. 

 

Anonymous Referee #3 

Received and published: 20 March 2020 

This manuscript reported HOM organic nitrates, permutation products, and accretion products 

formation from the oxidation (mostly OH oxidation) of a-pinene and b-pinene. Effective 

uptake coefficients of HOM on particles was also investigated and reported. Experiments 

were conducted in CSTR under high RH conditions without seed particles (except for the 

uptake experiments). It was found that increasing NOx affects the fraction of each type of 

HOM products formed. The fraction of organic bound nitrate (OrgNO3) stored in gas-phase 

HOM-ON was found to be substantially higher than the fraction of particulate OrgNO3 and 

was attributed to particle-phase hydrolysis of OrgNO3. Lastly, SOA yields were also reported 

and discussed. The suppression of SOA yields with increasing NOx was attributed to 

suppression of gas-phase HOM accretion products. 

 

This is an interesting study and falls within the scope of ACP. It contributes to our further 

understanding of monoterpene oxidation in the presence of NOx and the resulting organic 

nitrate formation and chemistry. There are three main comments that should be addressed 

prior to publication  

1) more analysis needs to be conducted to reconcile the discrepancy between the fraction of 

particulate OrgNO3 reported in this study and other prior studies in literature. The authors 

attributed this to hydrolysis but this is not supported by data in literature,  

2) more details need to be provided regarding the evaluation of the effective uptake 

coefficients, and  

3) the manuscript should be edited for language. More detailed comments are provided below. 

 

Reply: 

1) In contrast to the opinion of referee #3 we are convinced that literature data is in 

support of our explanations. We would like to note that hydrolysis of ON and particulate ON 

is not the focus of our paper and our data at one RH are not suited to reconcile possibly 

inconclusive findings in the literature: 

a) Our methodology is sound: because the effective uptake coefficients for both, HOM-

PP and HOM-ON are close to unity, we can predict the mass fraction of ON and also organic 

bound nitrate (OrgNO3) in particles. OrgNO3 expected by uptake of HOM was compared to 

the amount of OrgNO3 found in the particles by direct measurement. We found a strong 

discrepancy. A likely explanation for this difference is hydrolysis of organic nitrates in the 

condensed phase, as this is discussed extensively in the literature (e.g.). The experiments 

here were performed at 60% RH. Considering the strong dependence of hydrolysis on 

relative humidity we could also explain the differences of the OrgNO3 content in particles 

found by us in different experiments at lower relative humidity of 30% (here and Zhao et al., 

2018).  

b) The production of ON depends on the VOC/NOX ratio and only a fraction of the ON 

will be transferred to the particulate phase and contribute to SOA. Hydrolyzing of the 



particulate phase ON depends on their structure (Boyd et al. 2015, Browne et al. 2013, Hu et 

al.2011), relative humidity, and the acidity of the particles (Rindelaub et. al. 2015). Hence, 

the fraction of particulate OrgNO3 in particles can be variable in lab studies at different 

conditions and a same content of OrgNO3 cannot be expected a priori. This makes 

comparison between experiments difficult. 

c) ON hydrolysis depends on the character of the ON and only tertiary ON are supposed 

to hydrolyse fast (Hu et al. 2011). The fraction of tertiary ON depends on the formation 

process. E.g. oxidation of β-pinene with NO3 led to only a small fraction of tert. ON, so 

hydrolysis is not so important in case of VOC oxidation by NO3 (Boyd et al. 2015), whereas 

photochemical production can lead to large fractions of tert. ON and strong hydrolysis 

(Browne et al. 2013, Takeuchi and Ng, 2019).  

Taking a) - c) into account we come to different conclusions as Referee 3. In contrast to the 

opinion of referee #3 we assess our results as being well within the range of findings 

reported in the literature (e.g.  Day et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Browne et al., 2013; Jacobs 

et al., 2014; Rindelaub et al., 2016, 2015; Boyd et al., 2015; Bean and Hildebrandt Ruiz, 

2016, Takeuchi and Ng, 2019). All found fast and substantial hydrolysis for photochemically 

formed particulate ON.  

 

2) We agree with referee #3 that our descriptions of the determination of effective 

uptake coefficients (Section 2.4) needed some more details on the experiments. This is 

described in our response to the specific comment 3.b and we accordingly modified section 

2.4. 

 

3) We went through the manuscript and removed grammatical errors and tried to 

improve the language. 

 

Specific comments 

1. Page 5 line 12. It would be useful to include the amount of ozone added and the steady state 

ozone concentration in Table 1. 

 

We modified and extended Table 1. 

 

2. Page 6 line 16. Were the seed particles dried before being injected into the chamber? I 

would assume not but it is not clear from the manuscript. Please specify. 

 

The particles were dried and this is now described in the experimental section (p.6, line 26, in 

the revised manuscript) 

 

 

3. Page 8 section 2.4  

a. Line 25. What does “finite vapor pressure” mean? 

 

We reformulated that sentence and skipped the notation finite pressure (p.9, line 17 and line 

20, in the revised manuscript). 

  

 b. I do not fully understand how these experiments were conducted. From this section, it 

appears that experiments without seeds (and no organic aerosol formation via nucleation) 



were compared with experiments with seeds (ammonium sulfate particles injected) to 

determine the effective uptake coefficient.  

 

Reply: 

No, the uptake experiments were done in one run, starting with the non-seeded chamber. 

When steady state was reached i.e. stable HOM production, seed particles were added over 

a few hours to the chamber. Since the chemical production was not affected by adding seed 

particles, the surface of seed particles provided an increasing sink for the HOM, leading to 

lower concentrations compared to the non-seeded start. To achieve a sufficient dynamic 

range of HOM concentrations, a certain level of β-pinene was needed, that caused some 

NPF in the non-seeded begin of the experiment. The NPF required extrapolation to zero 

surface in order to calculate c0(HOM). c0(HOM) is the concentration in absence of particles 

which is only determined by (same) production and wall loss. The wall loss coefficients of 

HOM were determined in independent experiments at lower concentration levels. 

We reformulated section 2.4 to better describe how the experiments were conducted. A short 

paragraph was put in front of Section 2.4 where the experimental procedure is shortly 

described (p. 9, line 1-8, in the revised manuscript).  

 

My understanding from the experimental section is that seed particles were only added in 

“experiment series 3” (i.e., experiments to determine effective uptake coefficient), and no 

seed particles were added in all other experiments. Presumably, organic aerosol formation via 

nucleation took place in all other experiments. However, according to Table 1, the b-pinene 

mixing ratio used in “experiment series 3” was the same as other all experiments. If so, 

shouldn’t nucleation also took place in ““experiment series 3”, and that particles (organic 

particles) would be present in the system even though no ammonium sulfate particles were 

added (see page 13 line 12)? If this is the case, one needs to consider uptake onto pure organic 

particles? Please describe and discuss these clearly in the revised manuscript. 

 

Reply: 

Yes, the referee is correct, seed particles were added only in experiment series 3. Regarding 

the effects of NPF in determining yeff: uptake of HOM by pure organic particles was certainly 

considered. The surface concentration (SP) of purely organic particles was 0.2x10-3 m2/m3 

while SP increased up to 1.2x10-3 m2/m3 after adding seeds. Plots 1/c(HOM) vs. SP where 

linear over the whole range. Or in other words, the pure organic particles matched the 

behavior of the coated ones. To make this clearer we modified section 2.4 and added a short 

paragraph in Section 2.4 (p 9, line 1-8, p.10, line 24 - 31 and p.11, line 1-2, in the revised 

manuscript). 

We discussed the procedure of determining γeff  also section 3.5 (p.14, line17-22, in the 

revised manuscript) 

 

Particle formation by NPF was desired in experiment series 4 in order to determine OrgNO3 

by AMS. The experiments were started at low NOX to get nucleation and then NOX was 

stepwise increased. This seemed easier to us in organic aerosols than in aerosols with 

seeds. Since HOM form SOA by solely condensation, the organic matrix is the same in SOA 

formed in NPF and on neutral ammonium sulfate seeds. As stated, the resulting SOA yields 

shown in Figure 7 were about the same as yields observed in seeded experiments in 

Sarrafzadeh et al. 2016. In experiment 1 NPF wouldn’t affect the results, but in presence of 

NOX NPF is strongly suppressed anyhow (Wildt et al., 2014, Sarrafzadeh et al., 2016). So, 



NPF is only unwanted in experiment series 2, where one would like to have the HOM totally 

in the gas-phase in order to determine the expected composition of the SOA by HOM-PP, 

HOM-ON, HOM-ACC. In the low NOX cases some NPF took place in series 2, but again with 

increasing NOX NPF was suppressed. In cases where NPF took place, loss to particles was 

corrected as described in supplement section S3. 

 

4. Page 12, line 12. The authors noted that the highly-oxidized C<10 nitrates were observed 

with increasing NOx and that “supposedly, they did not arise from gas-phase chemistry but 

were formed at the walls”. Please elaborate. What mechanisms at the walls? If there is 

chemistry on the walls, how would this affect section 2.4 (determination of uptake coefficient) 

if there is also some sort of wall memory? 

 

As described in manuscript, these compounds had a different composition and showed a 

different time behavior (increased with time independent on the photochemistry). They 

cannot affect the uptake coefficients, because the uptake coefficients were determined at 

[NOX]SS = 4 ppb (β-pinene) or less (α-pinene). As stated in the manuscript and can be seen 

in Figure S5 (supplement) at these NOX levels such compounds were unimportant. They 

could have some effect on the SOA yields at the highest NOX, but that effect is at maximum 

their contribution to the total HOM. The chamber was flushed for at least on day between 

experiments until the compounds were below detection limit.  

We believe that we gave the phenomenon sufficient attention and showed that it does not 

much affect our results. 

We further weakened the statement that they are formed at the wall (p.14, line 6-8, in the 

revised manuscript). 

 

5. Page 13, line 16, please also indicate (e.g., in Figure 7) the organic mass concentration, as 

SOA yield is also highly dependent on organic mass. 

 

We don’t understand this comment. The paragraph at page 13 around line 16 deals with 

uptake coefficients and Figure 5. We are of course aware that SOA yields depend on OA 

mass, but this not our question here. Experiments in Figure 7 where all performed at the 

same conditions but changing NOX. The average SOA load was 16±5 μg/m3, ranging from 11 

μg/m3 to 23 μg/m3 and this information was added to the  caption of Figure 7, in the revised 

manuscript.  

 

6. Page 14, lines 1-2. Are these mass concentrations in the gas and particle phases consistent 

with equilibrium partitioning of HNO3? 

 

Reply:  

We obviously did not specify sufficiently what we meant. We modified the text (p.15, line 9-

11, in the revised manuscript). 

Equilibrium partitioning of HNO3 is difficult to predict for SOA at 60%RH. There is some water 

in the particles and the system will be highly non-ideal. In any case at 24 ug/m3 HNO3 (<8 

ppb) the amount in the particulate phase will be orders of magnitude smaller than the gas-

phase concentration and an upper limit of 0.1 ug/m3 is well within expectations by 

thermodynamics. (HNO3 has a vapor pressure at RT of about 5000 Pa.) However, for our 

considerations it is only important that we determined the OrgNO3 mass correctly and do not 

falsely count OrgNO3 as inorganic nitrate.  



 

7. Page 16, line 9. There are many more studies. For example, see review and references in 

Ng et al. (ACP, 2017). Some more recent studies, for example, Claflin and Ziemann (J. Phys. 

Chem. A, 2018), are also relevant. 

 

We added more references including Ng et al., 2017, as well as Claflin and Ziemann, 2018, 

 

8. Page 16 line 16. A recent study by Takeuchi and Ng (ACP, 2019) also reported on the ON 

formed by photooxidation of monoterpenes. 

 

We added Takeuchi and Ng, 2019 to the reference list. 

 

9. Page 16 line 23. Please provide citations for this statement “We found contributions 

between 0 % and 2.7 % by AMS, which is within the range of most other data reported in the 

literature but at the lower end.”. 

 

We modified that passage and added references. (p.17, line 5-16, in the revised manuscript) 

10. Page 17 line 9. It was stated that “Our findings are in agreement with observations by Lee 

et al. (2016b) in a field study.” My understanding is that the study by Lee et al. was conducted 

in a rural environment, presumably with very low level of NOx. The ambient conditions were 

quite different from laboratory conditions employed in this study. Please justify why an 

agreement would be expected between results in Lee et al. and this study. 

 

We specified more clearly what we are going to compare (p.18, line 25-26, in the revised 

manuscript).  

 

11. Page 18-19, section 4.3. The fraction of OrgNO3 is much lower in this study than Zhao et 

al. and other studies in literature. The authors attributed this to potential hydrolysis of organic 

nitrates in the particle phase as experiments in Zhao et al. were conducted at much lower RH. 

However, a recent study by Takeuchi and Ng (ACP,2019), conducted at similar RH to this 

study, showed that the fraction of organic nitrates in the particles is also much higher than that 

reported in this study, and the fraction or organic nitrates undergoing hydrolysis was 

constrained. More analysis should be conducted here to evaluate why the value reported in 

this study is much lower than prior literature. 

 

Reply 

We think there is a misunderstanding. OrgNO3 is not the same as particulate ON. It is the 

nitrate carried by ON. We clarified that throughout the manuscript. We added a note to 

section 2.3 (p.8, line 16-17, in the revised manuscript), reformulated section 4.1. in large 

parts (p.18 line 2-15, in the revised manuscript) and modified the first paragraph of section 

4.2 (p.18, line 22-23, in the revised manuscript). 

We basically show that HOM will dominate the composition of particulate phase in our 

experiment, because of their large γeff. Therefore we can predict from the HOM composition, 

i.e. HOM-PP, HOM-ON and HOM-ACC, the ON and therewith OrgNO3 that should be 

expected in the particulate phase. We modified the text at several instances showing and 

discussing now mass concentrations of HOM-ON and all other HOM in new Figure 3 and 



new Figure 4. From new Figures 3 and 4 it should now become clear that we got ON mass 

fractions up to several 10% in the particulate phase. This is in agreement with many other 

studies, including Takeuchi and Ng, 2019. The discrepancy we discussed was in OrgNO3 

expected from HOM and directly measured by AMS, where we find 60-80% loss of the nitrate 

function. This is somewhat higher than observations of Takeuchi and Ng, 2019, but in 

agreement with expectations discussed in Boyd et al., 2015, Browne et al. 2013, Fisher et 

al., 2016. 
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Abstract. The formation of organic nitrates (ON) in the gas phase and their impact on mass formation of Secondary Organic 

Aerosol (SOA) was investigated in a laboratory study for α-pinene and β-pinene photo-oxidation. Focus was the elucidation 

of those mechanisms that cause the often observed suppression of SOA mass formation by NOx, and therein the role of 20 

highly oxygenated multifunctional molecules (HOM). We observed that with increasing NOX a) the portion of HOM organic 

nitrates (HOM-ON) increased, b) the fraction of accretion products (HOM-ACC) decreased and c) HOM-ACC contained on 

average smaller carbon numbers. 

Specifically, we investigated HOM organic nitrates (HOM-ON), arising from the termination reactions of HOM peroxy 

radicals with NOx, and HOM permutation products (HOM-PP), such as ketones, alcohols or hydroperoxides, formed by other 25 

termination reactions. Effective uptake coefficients γeff of HOM on particles were determined. HOM with more than 6 O-

atoms efficiently condensed on particles (γeff > 0.5 in average) and for HOM containing more than 8 O-atoms, every collision 

led to loss. There was no systematic difference in γeff for HOM-ON and HOM-PP arising from the same HOM peroxy 

radicals. This similarity is attributed to the multifunctional character of the HOM: as functional groups in HOM arising from 

the same precursor HOM peroxy radical are identical, vapor pressures should not strongly depend on the character the final 30 

termination group. As a consequence, the suppressing effect of NOX on SOA formation cannot be simply explained by 

replacement of terminal functional groups by organic nitrate groups. 

According to their γeff all HOM-ON with more than 6 O-atoms will contribute to organic bound nitrate (OrgNO3) in the 

particulate phase. However, the fraction of OrgNO3 stored in condensable HOM with molecular masses >230 Da appeared to 

be substantially higher than the fraction of particulate OrgNO3 observed by aerosol mass spectrometry. This result suggests 35 



2 

 

losses of OrgNO3 for organic nitrates in particles, probably due to hydrolysis of OrgNO3 that releases HNO3 into the gas 

phase but leaves behind the organic rest in the particulate phase. However, the loss of HNO3 alone, could not explain the 

observed suppressing effect of NOX on particle mass formation from α-pinene and β-pinene. 

Instead we can attribute most of the reduction in SOA mass yields with increasing NOX to the significant suppression of gas-

phase HOM-ACC which have high molecular mass and are potentially important for SOA mass formation at low NOX 5 

conditions. 

 

1 Introduction 

Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) constitutes a substantial fraction of ambient aerosol. It is formed from oxidation products 

of volatile organic compounds (VOC) and known to adversely affect visibility, climate and human health (Hallquist et al., 10 

2009). With annual emissions around 1100 Tg, the biosphere is the strongest source of tropospheric VOC (Guenther et al., 

2012) and thus, SOA formation from biogenic VOC is of high importance. Despite the outstanding role of biogenic VOC by 

amount and reactivity, anthropogenic trace gases affect SOA formation and possible anthropogenic enhancement effects 

were found in laboratory and field studies (e.g., Carlton et al., 2010; De Gouw et al., 2005;  Emanuelsson et al., 2013;  

Glasius et al., 2011; Hoyle et al., 2011;  Shilling et al., 2013; Spracklen et al., 2011; Worton et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2015a) 15 

Examples of important anthropogenic trace gases are NO and NO2, which together form the NOX family. During nighttime 

NOX is converted to NO3 radicals, which oxidize biogenic VOC, leading to organic nitrates and SOA formation (Boyd et al., 

2017; Boyd et al., 2015; Claflin and Ziemann, 2018; Faxon et al., 2018; Fry et al., 2013, 2014; Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2016; 

Lee et al., 2016a; Ng et al., 2017). During daytime, NOX controls the atmospheric HOX cycle thus the oxidation cycle of 

VOC by reaction with peroxy radicals. In this study we will focus on role of NOX for SOA formation during daytime. In a 20 

number of studies the role of NOX in the formation of SOA mass was investigated (Eddingsaas et al., 2012;  Han et al., 2016; 

Kim et al., 2012; Kroll et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2016a; Lee et al., 2020; Ng et al., 2007; Pandis et al., 1991; Presto et al., 2005;  

Rindelaub et al., 2015, 2016; Sarrafzadeh et al., 2016; Stirnweis et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2006 ). In most cases it was 

observed that NOX decreased mass yields of SOA formation and the effects were generally attributed to impacts of RO2 + 

NO reactions. Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016) show that parts of the apparent suppression of SOA yields from β-pinene by NOX 25 

was due to the role of NOX in the HOX cycle. As mass yields of SOA formation from α-pinene and β-pinene photo-oxidation 

depend on the actual OH concentrations, NOX affects SOA formation also via decreasing or increasing OH concentrations 

according to reactions R1 and R2: 

 

OH· + NO2 + M    →  HNO3 + M      (R1) 30 

HO2· + NO    → OH· + NO2      (R2) 
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NOX is inhibiting new particle formation (NPF, Wildt et al., 2014), therefore, in absence of seed particles, NOX can prevent 

formation of sufficient particle surface where low volatile compounds could condense on. In absence of particles other sinks 

gain in importance for low volatile compounds as dry deposition in the environment or wall losses in chamber experiments. 

In order to circumvent these effects, Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016) used seed particles always providing sufficient surface for the 

gas phase precursors of SOA mass to condense on and kept the OH concentrations constant. As a result the remaining effect 5 

of NOX on SOA mass formation from β-pinene and on SOA yields was only moderate. Generally, in absence of NOX, 

peroxy radicals (RO2·) mainly react with other peroxy radicals (including the HO2· radical) whereby termination products 

like hydroperoxides, ketones, alcohols, carboxlic acids and percarboxylic acids are produced. In reactions between peroxy 

radicals also alkoxy radicals are formed, which continue the radical chain (R4b): 

 10 

RO2· + HO2·   →  ROOH + O2     (R3a) 

 

RC(=O)OO2· + HO2  →  RC(=O)OOH + O2    (R3b) 

  →  RC(=O)OH + O3 

 15 

RO2· + R’O2·   →  RHC=O,  ROH,  RC(=O)OH·   (R4a) 

RO2· + R’O2·   →   RO·      (R4b) 

 

 

 20 

As observed in several studies with highly oxygenated multifunctional organic molecules (HOM, e.g. Berndt et al., 2018a, b; 

Ehn et al., 2012; Ehn et al., 2014; Mentel et al., 2015;) accretion products can be formed in peroxy - peroxy radical reactions: 

 

RO2· + R’O2  →  ROOR’ + O2      (R5) 

 25 

In laboratory studies HOM accretion products can contribute significantly to SOA yields (McFiggans et al., 2019).  

The presence of NOX opens new pathways with large reaction rates and production of organic nitrates (R6a), including PAN-

like compounds (R7). Furthermore, substantial amounts of alkoxy radicals (R6b) are formed: 

 

RO2· + NO   → RONO2 (R6a) 30 

RO2· + NO     → RO· + NO2 (R6b) 

RC(=O)O2· + NO2 +M ↔   RC(=O)O2NO2 + M (R7) 
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From reactions R3 to R7 it is obvious that the chemically stable products of peroxy radicals will have different termination 

groups under low and high NOX conditions: while hydroperoxides, ketones, carboxylic acids etc. predominate at low NOX 

conditions, organic nitrates (ON), including PAN like compounds become more important at high NOX conditions.  

Recent studies demonstrated the dominant role of HOM in SOA mass formation (Ehn et al., 2014; Jokinen et al., 2015; 

McFiggans et al., 2019; Mutzel et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). HOM are formed by addition of molecular oxygen to alkyl 5 

radicals that are formed after H-migration in peroxy- or in alkoxy radicals. Due to a relative long lifetime of peroxy radicals 

such H-shifts with addition of molecular oxygen can appear several times in sequential steps and is therefore termed 

autoxidation (Crounse et al., 2011; Mentel et al., 2015; Rissanen et al., 2014). This process leads to highly oxygenated 

multifunctional peroxy radicals (HOM peroxy radicals). If the respective HOM is formed exclusively via autoxidation of 

peroxy radicals, the HOM moieties are very likely multiple hydroperoxides (Berndt et al., 2016; Rissanen et al., 2014). If 10 

there are intermediate steps via alkoxy radicals there maybe also alcohol groups (Mentel et al., 2015). Bianchi et al. (2019) 

suggested using the notation HOM when the autoxidation products carry six or more O-atoms.  

HOM are low volatile organic compounds (LVOC) or even extremely low volatile organic compounds (ELVOC) and they 

substantially contribute to mass formation of particles and support NPF (; Bianchi et al., 2016; Ehn et al., 2014; Kirkby et al., 

2016; Lehtipalo et al., 2018; Tröstl et al., 2016). All experimental evidence show that HOM peroxy radicals terminate with 15 

similar rates as less functionalized peroxy radicals (Berndt et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2019; Ehn et al., 2017). At low NOX 

levels, HOM hydroperoxides, HOM alcohols, HOM carboxylic acids and HOM percarboxylic acids as well as HOM ketones 

are expected from the termination step and in addition HOM accretion products (HOM-ACC).  

At high NOX levels HOM-ON become important termination products. In addition HOM-ACC products are suppressed 

(Lehtipalo et al., 2018) and shifted to smaller C-numbers. The effect of NOX on HOM-RO2 chemistry is important step for 20 

understanding of impact of NOX on SOA formation. In this paper we analyze two aspects of the effect of NOX which are 

important for SOA yield: the formation and the volatility of HOM-ON as well as the suppression of HOM accretion 

products. 

2 Experimental 

2.1 Description of the chamber setup and experiments 25 

Experiments were conducted in the Jülich Plant Atmosphere Chamber (JPAC, Mentel et al., 2009; 2013). The actual setup of 

the chambers was already described in several recent publications (Ehn et al., 2014; Mentel et al., 2015; Sarrafzadeh et al., 

2016; Wildt et al., 2014). A 1.45 m3 chamber made of borosilicate glass and set up in a climate-controlled housing was used 

for these experiments. The chamber was operated as a continuously stirred tank reactor. About thirty-one liters of purified air 

per minute were pumped through the chamber resulting in a residence time of approximately 46 min. Mixing was ensured by 30 

a fan and the mixing time was about 2 minutes. The inlet flow was provided by two about equal purified air streams with one 

of them containing ozone and water vapor.  In the second stream the VOC of interest was introduced from a diffusion 
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source. Temperature (16 ± 1 °C) and relative humidity (63 ± 2%) inside the chamber were held constant over the course of 

the experiments. 

The chamber was equipped with several lamps. Two discharge lamps (HQI400 W/D, Osram) served to simulate the solar 

light spectrum. Twelve UVA discharge lamps (Philips, TL 60 W/10-R, 60W, λmax =365 nm) provided the photolysis of NO2 

with a photolysis frequency J(NO2) of ~3.3×10-3 s-1. An UVC lamp (Philips, TUV 40W, λmax =254 nm) was used to produce 5 

OH radicals by ozone photolysis and reaction of O1D atoms with water vapor. This lamp was housed in a quartz tube across 

the chamber diameter and parts of the lamp were shielded by movable glass tubes. By altering the gap between these glass 

tubes, the photolysis frequency for ozone, J(O1D) and therewith the OH production rate could be adjusted. During most of 

the experiments described here, J(O1D) was about 2.9×10-3 s-1. The photolysis frequencies J(NO2) and J(O1D) (as function of 

the TUV gap) were determined experimentally by actinometry with NO2 and O3 in the chamber. Gas-phase compounds were 10 

measured such as ozone (O3, UV-absorption, Thermo Environmental 49), nitrogen monoxide (NO, chemiluminescence, Eco 

Physics, CLD 770 AL ppt), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2, chemiluminescence after photolysis, Eco Physics, PLC 760). Water 

vapor concentrations were measured by dew point mirror (TP- 2, Walz).   

We used the monoterpenes α-pinene and β-pinene (both Aldrich, 95% purity) as SOA precursors. The monoterpenes (MT) 

were measured either by gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS; Agilent GC-MSD system with HP6890 GC and 15 

5973 MSD) or by proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS; Ionicon, Innsbruck, Austria). Both devices were 

switched between the outlet and the inlet of the chamber in order to quantify concentrations in the chamber and to determine 

the VOC source strength. 

To provide NOX to the photochemical system we added NO2 (Linde, 100 ppm NO2 in nitrogen) in the β-pinene experiments 

or NO (90 ppm in nitrogen) in the α-pinene experiments to the VOC containing air stream. In case of NO2 addition, a 20 

fraction of the added NO2 was converted to NO due to the NO2 photolysis. In case of NO addition, the major portion of the 

added NO was converted to NO2 by reaction with O3. We adjusted the O3 addition such that a steady state [O3] within a 

range of 60 - 90 ppb was achieved. We observed memory effects for NOX probably due to Teflon parts (tubing, fan) in the 

chamber. In particular after experiments at high NOX concentrations residual NOX appeared in the chamber on the next day 

when switching on the TUV lamp. To minimize the memory effect, the chamber was operated without NOX for one day 25 

between the NOX experiments. The background NOX concentration was around 300 ppt. When adding NOX, its initial 

concentration, [NOX]0 was between 5 and 150 ppb and thus substantially above the background levels. 

The results presented here were obtained at steady state conditions when all physical and chemical parameters were constant 

or in steady state, respectively. To indicate reference to steady state we mark the concentrations of MT and NOX with the 

subscript “SS”. To allow better comparison to literature data we refer in some instances to the initial concentrations [NOX]0, 30 

[α-pinene]0, and [β-pinene]0, indicated by subscript “0”, which are in our case input concentrations. 

The OH concentrations were calculated from the decay of the respective MT in the chamber (Eq.2).  
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𝑑[𝑉𝑂𝐶]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐹

𝑉
([𝑉𝑂𝐶]0 − [𝑉𝑂𝐶]) − (𝑘𝑂𝐻 ∙ [𝑂𝐻] + 𝑘𝑂3 ∙ [𝑂3] ) ∙ [𝑉𝑂𝐶]     (1) 

 

[𝑂𝐻]𝑆𝑆 =  

𝐹

𝑉 
∙
[𝑉𝑂𝐶]0−[𝑉𝑂𝐶]𝑆𝑆

[𝑉𝑂𝐶]𝑆𝑆
−𝑘𝑂3∙[𝑂3]𝑆𝑆

𝑘𝑂𝐻
          (2) 

 

Equation (1) describes mass balance of the MT in the chamber and Eq. (2) results from Eq. (1) under steady state conditions 5 

when d[VOC]/dt = 0. In Eq. (1) and (2), V is the volume of the chamber, F is the total air flow through the chamber, [VOC]0 

and [VOC] are the concentrations of the VOC under investigation in the inlet air and in the chamber, respectively. kOH and 

kO3 are the respective rate coefficients for the reactions of the VOC with OH and with O3. In one case, where the 

concentration of β-pinene was altered during the experiment, m-xylene was added as a tracer for [OH]. 

Rate constants used for the determinations of [OH] were: kOH = 5.37×10-11, 7.89×10-11, and 2.3×10-11 cm-3 s-1 for α-pinene, β-10 

pinene, and m-xylene, respectively (Atkinson, 1994; Atkinson, 1997). At typical conditions with [O3] ~ 60-100 ppb and 

[OH] ~ 3×107 the consumption of α-pinene by O3 (kO3 = 8.7×10-17 cm3 s-1) was about 5% compared to that by OH. α-pinene 

losses due to ozonolysis were therefore neglected for the determination of [OH]. As β-pinene has an even lower ozonolysis 

rate constant (kO3 =1.5×10-17 cm3 s-1, Atkinson, 1997), and m-xylene does not react with O3 (kO3 < 1.5×10-21 cm3 s-1
, Atkinson 

et al., 1994) ozonolysis reactions were also neglected for OH estimations using these VOC. The overall uncertainty in OH 15 

concentration was estimated to be about 20% (Wildt et al., 2014). 

Our results were obtained in different types of experiments. An overview of the performed experiments with their starting 

conditions is given in Table 1. Details of the procedures applied during individual experiments are described in the 

respective sections. Three experiment series (1-3) were conducted to characterize gas phase products and experiment series 4 

was conducted to characterize the particle phase. In the first experiment we estimated the molar yield of all organic nitrates 20 

(ON) independent of their contribution to particle formation. This was made at the example of β-pinene at one NOX 

concentration (see section 3.1). Experiment series 2 were performed to determine the fraction of HOM organic nitrates at the 

total amount of HOM. Both monoterpenes were used with several NOX levels as indicated (see section 3.3). In experiment 

series 3 we determined effective uptake coefficients for HOM at a low and at a high NOX level for HOM-ON and other 

HOM termination products (see section 3.4). These experiments were performed with seed particles (ammonium sulfate), 25 

which were dried by a silica gel diffusion dryer to RH < 30% before they entered the chamber. In the last experiment series 4 

we characterised the amount of nitrate bound to organics in particles for comparison with the amount of organic bound 

nitrate in those HOM-ON that efficiently contribute to particle formation. 

2.2 Determination of highly oxygenated molecules (HOM) 

Highly Oxygenated Molecules (HOM) were measured by a Chemical Ionisation Mass Spectrometer operated with nitrate as 30 

reagent ion (NO3
--CIMS, Jokinen et al., 2012). First we determined that the relative transmission curve of our NO3

--CIMS 
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was flat (supplement section S1.1). This indicates that detection of HOM within the mass range from ~230 Da to ~600 Da is 

nearly mass independent. So far, no absolute calibration method exists for HOM. However, the charging efficiency for HOM 

is near to the kinetic limit like that for sulfuric acid (Ehn et al., 2014; Kirkby et al., 2016). Thus, the sensitivity of the NO3
--

CIMS to HOM is supposedly similar to that of sulfuric acid. We therefore calibrated our NO3
--CIMS to sulfuric acid and 

used the calibration coefficient for the HOM, too (see supplement section S1.2). Applying the sulfuric acid calibration 5 

coefficient to the HOM we investigated the mass balance between condensable HOM and formed particle mass which was 

closed within a factor of 2 (see supplement section S1.3). It is also likely that the sensitivity of the NO3
--CIMS does not 

depend much on the functional group formed in the final termination step. This assumption is reasonable as HOM formed by 

autoxidation contain several hydroperoxy groups or a mixture of hydroxy and hydroperoxy groups, if they are formed via the 

alkoxy peroxy path (Mentel et al., 2015). Furthermore, a good agreement of the fraction of organic nitrates on the total 10 

reaction products of β-pinene (see section 3.1) and the fraction of HOM-ON of the total HOM gives us confidence that the 

uncertainty induced by this assumption does not affect much the main conclusions.  

 

This all together with the quantum mechanical results of same sensitivity for HOM containing 6 or more O-atoms (Hyttinen 

et al., 2017) gave us confidence that concentrations of HOM with 6 or more O atoms were determined with the same 15 

sensitivity to an uncertainty of less than a factor of two.  

In summary, we used the calibration coefficient for H2SO4 to calculate HOM concentrations. We further concluded a same 

sensitivity for the detection of all HOM including accretion products when they contained 6 and more O-atoms. These 

conclusions are supported by observations of Breitenlechner et al. (2017) who found that, once the HOM contains more than 

5 O-atoms, the sensitivity is to a good approximation independent of the number of O-atoms. The sensitivity of the NO3
--20 

CIMS is unclear for compounds containing less than 5 O-atoms (Hyttinen et al., 2017; Rissanen et al., 2014; Riva et al., 

2019). However, as will be shown in section 3.4, HOM with less than 5 O atoms are of minor importance for particle mass 

formation, hence we will neglect them and this will not contribute much uncertainty on our results. 

Identification of molecular formulas for individual HOM was obtained using high resolution spectra (resolution power 

≈4000) as described in the supplement section S2. In case of HOM spectra from β-pinene photo-oxidation we found many 25 

not-fully-resolved double peaks from the overlapping of C10, C9, and C8 progressions. The mass spectra of α-pinene HOM in 

general consisted of singular peaks, i.e. they were quite well resolved. Figure S5 in supplement section S2 shows, how 

HOM-RO2 and HOM-ON were separated with increasing NOX. In the high resolution analysis of α-pinene we focus on the 

mass range 230 Da to 550 Da. The lower limit 230 Da was chosen because of the equal sensitivity of the NO3
--CIMS 

towards HOM as discussed before and because C10 compounds with 6 or more O atoms have molecular weights > 230 Da. 30 

As we will show in section 4.2 they are LVOC and ELVOC and will contribute to SOA formation. The upper limit was set 

to 550 Da to reduce the influence of noise since not much signal is found for molecular masses > 550 Da. 

The observed concentration of gas-phase HOM depends on the OH concentration and the condensation sink provided by 

newly forming particles. Adding to or removing NOX from a given photochemical system directly impacts [OH] by reactions 
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R1 and R2. NOX furthermore suppresses new particle formation (Wildt et al., 2014) which leads to a decreasing 

condensation sink for HOM with increasing NOX. The actual OH concentration affects the actual turnover of the precursor, 

thus the actual production of RO2· and HOM, while the actual condensational sink leads to condensational loss of HOM. 

Both factors change the observed HOM gas-phase mixing ratio and can superimpose the impacts of NOX on peroxy radical 

chemistry itself. In order to separate the chemical impacts of NOX on HOM peroxy radical chemistry, we needed to take out 5 

the effects of [OH] and condensational sink as much as possible. This was achieved by normalizing the HOM mixing ratio to 

particle free conditions and to a certain reference oxidation rate. The procedure is described in detail in supplement section 

S3.  

 

2.3 Particle-phase measurements 10 

To characterize the particle phase we used a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI 3783), a scanning mobility particle 

sizer (Electrostatic classifier TSI 3080, including a differential mobility analyzer TSI 3081 and a CPC TSI 3025A) and an 

aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS, Aerodyne HR-ToF-MS, modified for application on a Zeppelin airship, (Rubach, 2013)). 

In the AMS the aerosol particles were vaporized at 600 ºC and ionized by electron impact ionization at 70 eV. The AMS was 

routinely operated in V-mode in two alternating modes: 1 min. MS mode to measure the chemical composition and 2 min. 15 

PToF mode. Only MS mode data were analyzed here. In the following we will use the amount of nitrate bound to organics 

(OrgNO3) as a diagnostic to link observation of HOM-ON in the gas-phase to observations in the particulate phase. We 

separated organic and inorganic particulate nitrate and determined the amount of OrgNO3 by the NO2
+/NO+ method for AMS 

(Farmer et al., 2010; Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2016).  

SOA yields were determined as described in Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016). For determining mass yields, the particle mass formed 20 

during steady state conditions was divided by the mass of the consumed MT, which is the difference between inlet and outlet 

concentration: 

 

𝑌 =  
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝐵𝑉𝑂𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
        (3) 

 25 

During measurements of particle mass, the mean diameter of particles was above 100 nm. As the loss rates of such particles 

on the chamber walls were low (Mentel et al., 2009), they were neglected. Losses of oxidized SOA precursors to the 

chamber walls were considered by applying the correction function given by Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016). This function 

describes the ratio of wall losses over the sum of wall losses and losses on particles. For the data given here, the correction 

factors were between 1.5 and 2.1.  30 
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2.4 Determination of effective uptake coefficients 

The experiments to determine effective uptake coefficients for HOM, γeff, were performed as follows: Signal intensities of 

the respective HOM were measured at zero (α-pinene) or low particle load (β-pinene). Then we introduced dried seed 

particles into the reaction chamber by spraying ammonium sulfate solutions in two steps with concentrations of 4g/L and 40 

g/L. The particles were dried by passage through a silica gel diffusion tube and size selected at an electromobility diameter d 5 

= 100 nm. Increasing amounts of ammonium sulfate seed particles instantaneously led to lowered HOM concentrations in 

the gas phase due to the additional loss by condensation on the seed particles. The decrease in signal intensity with 

increasing particle surface was used to evaluate γeff as described below.   

We operate our chamber as a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) in a flow through mode with a well-mixed core of the 

chamber. HOM lost at the chamber walls must diffuse through the laminar boundary layer at the chamber walls. In the 10 

chamber with no aerosols present, the walls constitute the major sink of HOM. In this case the observed steady state 

concentration is determined to a very good approximation only by the production rate and the wall loss rate. When seed 

aerosol is added or new particles are formed, the additional condensational sink provided by the particle surface lowers the 

steady state concentration. Under conditions of unperturbed gas-phase production and typical times for phase transfer 

smaller than the residence time of the air in the chamber, the lowered gas-phase steady state concentrations reflect the 15 

partitioning of HOM, which is determined by the balance of condensation and evaporation. (Tröstl et al. (2016) noted that 

HOM can be LVOC i.e. they have a very small but noticeable vapor pressure.) Since we are working in a steady state 

system, we cannot easily separate between a kinetically slow uptake and a balance between (fast) uptake in steady state with 

a (fast) evaporation.  

For molecules with noticeable volatility steady state between condensation and evaporation is established on the time scales 20 

of less 10 minutes in our CSTR, e.g. for molecules with molecular masses of 300 Da and at a particle surface of 5.0×10-4  m2 

m-3  the typical uptake time is about the same as the mixing time of 120 s. We express the net effect of condensation and 

evaporation by an effective uptake coefficient γeff and the gas kinetic collision rate of HOM with the particle surface. The γeff 

can be determined by measurement of the ratio of steady state HOM concentrations for the unseeded case and for seeded 

cases with the advantage that only signal intensities are required and hence no calibration is needed (Sarrafzadeh et al., 25 

2016).  

Size selection by electromobility produced bimodal size distributions in the chamber over the times of observation of 2 h and 

3.5h with one mode around 100 nm and a second mode around 200 nm (≈25% by number). The diameter of the median of 

the surface distributions was located in a range of 150 - 200 nm. Since it is likely that nearly every collision with the surface 

of particles will lead to phase transfer of HOM, we considered the Fuchs-Sutugin correction factor (fFS) to calculate the 30 

collision rate (Fuchs and Sutugin, 1971) in order to correct for diffusion limitations. Taking into account the mean free path 

for a range of molecular compositions of C10H14-16O4-12 and a median of the particle surface distribution in a range of 150-

200 nm, we estimate fFS in a range of 0.65-0.75; diffusivity was calculated after Fuller et al. (1969).   
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In a first step wall loss rates of HOM were measured. After stopping the OH production and thus photochemical HOM 

formation we observe an exponential decay of HOM signals. The exponential decay of the signal intensity gives the lifetimes 

of those HOM. In absence of particles the lifetimes reflect the wall loss rates. As shown in Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016) and Ehn 

et al. (2014) the lifetimes were in the range of 70 to 150 s, i.e. the loss rates on the walls of the chamber, LW(HOM), were in 

the range of 1.4×10-3 to 7×10-3 s-1. LW(HOM) are more than order of magnitude higher than those caused by the flush out of 5 

the air in the chamber (3.6× 10-4 s-1 for the residence time of 46 minutes). Therefore we neglected flush out as sink for HOM. 

In a second step, the chemical system was kept at the same steady state conditions for [OH]SS, [O3]SS, and MT concentration.  

Data evaluation was based on the following considerations: The concentration of any HOM, c(HOM) is determined by its 

production rate P(HOM) and the first order loss rate, L(HOM) as given in Eq. (4): 

 10 

 𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀) =
𝑃(𝐻𝑂𝑀)

𝐿(𝐻𝑂𝑀)
          (4) 

 

In absence of particles the total loss rate L(HOM) is given alone by the loss rate at the chamber walls, LW(HOM). In 

presence of particles L(HOM) is the sum of loss rates at the walls and at the particle surface, LW(HOM) + Lp(HOM). At 

constant production rate P(HOM) the ratio of concentrations is inverse proportional to their ratio of loss rates:  15 

 

𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀)0

𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀)
=

𝐿𝑊(𝐻𝑂𝑀)+𝐿𝑃(𝐻𝑂𝑀) 

𝐿𝑊(𝐻𝑂𝑀)
        (5) 

 

In Eq. (5), c(HOM)0 is the concentration of HOM in the particle free chamber and c(HOM) is the concentration in the 

particle containing chamber. Solving Eq. (5) for Lp(HOM) we achieve Eq. (6): 20 

 

 𝐿𝑃(𝐻𝑂𝑀) =  
𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀)0

𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀)
∙ 𝐿𝑊(𝐻𝑂𝑀) − 𝐿𝑊(𝐻𝑂𝑀)      (6) 

 

We varied the surface area of seed particles (SP) and determined LP(HOM) by Eq.(6). We found a linear relationship between 

LP(HOM) and SP as expected from kinetic gas theory, Eq. (7): 25 

 

 𝐿𝑃(𝐻𝑂𝑀) = 𝛾𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑓𝐹𝑆 ∙
ῡ

4
∙ 𝑆𝑃

          (7) 

 

In Eq. (7), fFS is the Fuchs-Sutugin correction, ῡ is the mean molecular velocity of the HOM, and γeff is an effective uptake 

coefficient. The coefficient γeff was obtained from the slope of such plots by dividing the values for slopes by fFS×ῡ /4 with 30 

fFS = 0.7 assuming a mean median of the surface size distribution of 175 nm. In case of β-pinene some new particle 
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formation was observed which hindered measuring c(𝐻𝑂𝑀)0 directly. Here, c(𝐻𝑂𝑀)0 was calculated by linear extrapolation 

of 1/𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀) to zero particle surface (compare to supplement, Section S3).  

It has to be noted that γeff is only valid, if SP is not too large for two reasons. First, in presence of a strong condensational 

sink, many HOM signals become close to the detection limit (here for Sp >1.2×10-3 m2 m-3). Secondly, for large Sp (>2×10-3 

m2 m-3) distinct deviations from linearity were observed, likely due to fact that the time scales of losses of peroxy radicals on 5 

particles become similar to the time scales of peroxy radical reactions (Pullinen, 2017). If so, the production rates P(HOM) 

of HOM termination products are not constant but decrease significantly with increasing particle load.  

3 Results 

3.1 Yields of organic nitrates from β-pinene photo-oxidation 

In the first step we determined the potential of organic nitrate (ON) formation in a β-pinene / NOX mixture ([β-pinene]0 ~39 10 

ppb / [NOX]0 ~50 ppb). The β-pinene and NOX were added to the chamber that contained about 60 ppb O3. The OH 

production was started by switching on the UV lamp (time = -2.4h in Figure 1), inducing the photochemical oxidation of β-

pinene and thereby the ON production. As shown in Figure 1, concentrations of β-pinene and NOX decreased in the presence 

of OH. When the photochemical system was in a steady state after about two hours (time t = 0 h in Figure 1) the β-pinene 

addition was stopped and β-pinene concentration decreased to zero. In parallel, [OH] increased leading to a lower NOX 15 

concentration. At time t = 1.7 h, the OH concentration was re-adjusted to the same OH level as before the removal of β-

pinene by lowering J(O1D). The decrease in [OH] caused an increase of [NOX] by 15 ppb to 32 ppb. Considering the NOX 

level of 20 ppb before the β-pinene had been removed, the net NOX increase amounts to 12 ppb. The inflow of NOX as well 

as the OH concentration were the same before and after removal of β-pinene, but now [NOX]SS was higher. Hence, with β-

pinene we removed a strong NOX sink in the chamber. Most of this NOX sink is made up by reactions of NO and NO2 with 20 

peroxy radicals and peroxy acyl radicals that lead to ON formation (reactions R6a and R7). Thus, the difference in [NOX]SS 

in presence and in absence of β-pinene allowed to calculate the fraction of ON formed from β-pinene. Defining the yield of 

ON formation as the molar amount of NOX “released” by not forming β-pinene ON over the molar amount of consumed β-

pinene and with the assumption that one lost NOX molecule had produced one ON molecule we derived a molar yield of 

~36% for the ON formed from β-pinene. For later comparison with AMS results we calculated the mass concentration of 25 

nitrate bound to the organic moieties (OrgNO3), again with the assumption that one lost NOX molecule produces one 

OrgNO3. A total mass concentration of 33 µg m-3 OrgNO3 in the gas phase was obtained at the given condition in the 

chamber. The mass concentration of HNO3 formed during this time was about 24 µg m-3 (for details of these calculations see 

supplement section S3). 
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3.2 HOM formation from α-pinene- and β-pinene photo-oxidation  

We observed multifunctional peroxy radicals (HOM-RO2) as well as their termination products in the high resolution mass 

spectra. The latter are formed in accordance with established pathways of peroxy radical chemistry (Bianchi et al., 2019). 

We will distinguish HOM-PP, which arise from permutation reactions of HOM-RO2 with peroxy radicals including HO2, 

and HOM-ON, which are formed in reaction of HOM peroxy and HOM acyl peroxy radicals with NO or NO2. In addition 5 

we found HOM accretion product with C>10 and C<20 (HOM-ACC).  

We observed two major differences in HOM formation and product patterns for α-pinene and β-pinene, which are both 

related to the position of their double bond: 

 

1. For α-pinene, with an endocyclic double bond, addition of ozone is relatively fast and at OH concentrations up to 10 

1x107 cm-3 certain fractions of HOM were produced by ozonolysis (compare supplement Figure S6). In contrast, 

ozonolysis of β-pinene, with an exocyclic bond, is slow and does not produce significant amounts of HOM 

(Pullinen, 2017). 

2. The HOM products of α-pinene in the monomer region mainly consisted of C10-molecules, as breaking of an 

endocyclic double bound will merely lead to ring opening. The breakage of the exocyclic double bond of β-pinene 15 

during the oxidation process will cause some fragmentation. We observed progressions of C10, C9, C8, and C7 HOM 

leading to overlapping peaks in the mass spectra. E.g. molecular masses where 1 C-atom and 4 H-atoms are 

replaced by 1 O-atom were not fully resolved. However, by peak fitting we were able to attribute the contributing 

formula components in most cases (see supplement section S2 and peak list in supplement section S6). In addition, 

fragmented peroxy radicals in β-pinene form a larger variety of accretion products with less than 20 C-atoms. 20 

 

Besides these differences, the behavior with respect to NOX addition was very similar for α-pinene and β-pinene photo-

oxidation: increase of HOM-ON (increase of peaks with odd molecular masses odd peaks), decrease of accretion products 

and a shift of HOM monomers to the higher m/z. 

3.3 Accretion products and products from fragmentation 25 

With increasing NOX we observed a strong decrease of HOM-ACC relative to HOM monomers. These can be clearly seen in 

the HOM mass spectra obtained for α-pinene and β-pinene in Figure 2 by comparing the ranges of m/z < 340 Da and m/z > 

420 Da for low and high NOX conditions. To quantify the effect, the molecular mass weighted signals of HOM-monomers 

(C5-C10, 230 Da < m/z < 550 Da) and HOM-ACC products (C11-C20, 230 Da < m/z < 550 Da were converted to mass 

concentrations, summed up and normalized as described in supplement section S3. Figure 3 shows the mass concentration of 30 

total HOM and the fractions of HOM monomers and HOM-ACC as function of NOX. HOM-ACC decrease with NOX: at low 

NOX conditions, accretion products contributed ≈40 % and monomers contributed ≈60 % to the total mass concentration of 
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HOM. At the highest NOX level the mass concentration of HOM-ACC was suppressed by about 70%. In comparison, the 

sum of HOM monomers was diminished only by less than 10 %. The decrease of HOM-ACC mixing ratio is attributed to the 

competition between HOM-ON formation channels (R6a and R7) and HOM-ACC formation channel (R5). As we will show 

in the next section, in presence of NOX more HOM-ON monomers were formed and thus less HOM accretion products. 

We separated HOM monomers in compounds with C10 and compounds with C<10 (C5-9). As shown in Figure 3 the mass 5 

concentration of C<10 HOM increased with [NOX]SS whereas C10 HOM decreased. This indicated that a portion of C<10 arose 

from fragmentation of alkoxy radicals formed in R6b. However, since we consider only molecular masses ≥ 230 Da, which 

is the molecular mass for formula C10H14O6, the C<10 compounds must still be highly functionalized, i.e. they must carry 

more oxygen than the respective C10 compounds to reach similar molecular masses, actually one O atom more per C lost. 

Since total HOM decrease at higher [NOX]SS, but HOM monomers remain about stable over the whole NOX range, the 10 

suppression of the HOM-ACC were the cause for the reduction of total HOM and therewith of condensable mass. The 

fragmentation via alkoxy radicals played only a minor role. 

3.4 Detection of termination permutation products of peroxy radical - peroxy radical reactions and HOM-organic 

nitrates  

At low NOX conditions, HOM-PP with even molecular masses showed the highest concentrations. HOM-ACC are also 15 

produced from peroxy-peroxy permutation reactions, but their intensity decreased strongly and HOM-ACC are barely 

observed at high NOX condition, as described in previous section 3.3. For that reason, we focus on monomer products in the 

following considerations in section 3.5-3.7.  

Because of the complexity of the product spectrum the character of the functional group formed in the termination step of 

HOM-PP cannot be derived unambiguously from the available elementary molecular formulas alone. As an example, HOM-20 

PP with the molecular formula C10H16OX can be hydroperoxides formed from peroxy radicals with molecular formula 

C10H15OX in reaction R3a, they can be alcohols formed from peroxy radicals C10H15OX+1 in reaction R4a, or they can be 

ketones formed from peroxy radicals with the molecular formula C10H17OX+1 in reaction R4a. Dependent on the specific 

precursor peroxy radical, they can also be carboxylic acids or percarboxylic acids. We therefore lump the monomer HOM 

with even masses (HOM-PP) together independent of the chemical character of the termination group. In case of β-pinene, 25 

we did not separate the contributions from different progressions (e.g. C10HYOX and C9HY-4OX+1) but used the overall signal 

under the peak for further analysis and indicate the main components under the peak (e.g. Figure. 5).  Separation between 

HOM-PP and HOM-ON was easier, because HOM-ON have odd molecular masses. Peroxy radicals (without N) also 

contribute to the odd mass peaks, but in most cases they could be separated by the mass defect. Other contributors to odd 

mass peaks are HOM containing 13C and clusters with the nitrate dimer (HNO3NO3
-) of HOM-PP, but the latter contribution 30 

was small (supplement section S2). Analysis of the high resolution mass spectra for α-pinene revealed that HOM-ON-peroxy 

radicals are rare. Peak lists for the HOM measured in the absence and presence of NOX are given in the supplement section 

S6. (Note that we cannot a priori distinguish between HOM-ON formed in reactions R6a and R7, respectively). 
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Figure 4 demonstrates the change in the HOM pattern when NOX is added to the reaction system. At low NOX levels, HOM- 

PP (black) were predominant, but already at the medium NOX levels the concentrations of HOM-ON (blue) were similar to 

HOM-PP (black). HOM-ON concentrations increased on the cost of HOM-PP. The product spectra of β-pinene showed a 

similar shift from HOM-PP to HOM-ON. 

With increasing NOX we observed a small but increasing fraction of highly oxidized nitrates with C<10. Their chemical 5 

formulas have low H:C ratio compared to gas-phase C10 HOM-ON. Supposedly, they did not arise from gas-phase chemistry 

but were likely formed at the walls. Their time series was not responding to the changes of experimental conditions like start 

of photochemistry or cease of NOX addition, instead these compounds increased steadily after NOX addition. For α-pinene, 

their maximum contribution appeared at 74 ppb [NOX]SS where they mounted up to 8% of the total HOM concentration and 

17% of the HOM-ON concentration. Below 35 ppb NOX their contribution was less than 7% and 12%, respectively. For β-10 

pinene, this was less distinct and the contribution was only 2 to 3 %. Because these HOM-ON had C<10 and appear at the 

lower end of the mass spectrum, their contribution to HOM mass (and therewith SOA mass) were small, and we did not 

correct for these products. 

3.5 Effective uptake coefficients for HOM-PP and HOM-ON. 

Based on identified HOM-ON and HOM-PP, we characterized their potential contribution to SOA formation by determining 15 

their loss rates on seed particles LP(HOM), Eq.6. According to Eq.7, plots of LP(HOM) versus particle surface, SP, should 

exhibit a linear dependence between LP(HOM) and SP allowing for determining effective uptake coefficients, γeff. However, 

for conditions with sufficient HOM production, we could not fully suppress new particle formation in absence of seed 

particles. As a result c(HOM)0 in Eq.5 and 6 had to be determined by extrapolating 1/c(HOM) as f(SP) to SP=0. The wall loss 

coefficient LW(HOM) was determined to 150s in independent experiments at lower concentrations and in absence of new 20 

particle formation. With c(HOM)0 and LW(HOM) LP(HOM) was calculated allowing to derive γeff from Eq. (7) by applying 

fFS = 0.7 to the slope of LP(HOM) as a function particle surface SP (Figure 5). Figure 5 is based on HR data, which show 

substantial scatter. The UMR data showed a better signal to noise ratio than the individual HR peaks under the same UMR 

signal. In order to reduce the scatter we thus used the respective unit mass resolution (UMR) data for the evaluation of γeff.  

In Figure 6 we compare γeff for HOM with the same number of O-atoms. Note that compared to their chemical sum formula, 25 

ON were shifted by one O to lower O in order to account for the addition of NO. When comparing data for HOM with the 

same numbers of O-atoms (in the precursor peroxy moiety), no significant and systematic differences were found for γeff 

within the uncertainty limits, i.e. the potential to condense on particles was about the same for HOM-PP and HOM-ON. For 

HOM moieties with 8 and more O-atoms, γeff approaches 1 independent if they were HOM-PP or HOM-ON. HOM-PP and 

HOM-ON with 6 and more O-atoms with upper limits of γeff near 0.5 will still reside to a large portion in the particle phase 30 

therefore they should also contribute significantly to SOA mass. 
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3.6 Organic bound nitrate in SOA and in gas-phase HOM-ON 

SOA yields for α-pinene and β-pinene (wall loss corrected) were between 0.08 and 0.18, thus in the same range as those 

reported by Sarrafzadeh et al. (2016). The amount of formed SOA mass and the SOA yields changed with addition of NOX 

to the photochemical system because NOX affects [OH]SS and thereby also the formation of higher generation products. The 

mass fractions of OrgNO3 in the SOA particles are shown in Figure 7. They were calculated for the different NOX 5 

concentrations by dividing the mass concentration of OrgNO3 by the mass concentration of the respective organic as 

measured with the AMS. The fraction of OrgNO3 in particles was dependent on the NOX concentrations. It was negligible 

when no NOX was added and increased steadily with increasing [NOX]. At the same time, also the fraction of inorganic 

nitrate increased with increasing [NOX], but was a factor of about 3 lower than that of OrgNO3 (Figure 7). Calculating 

[HNO3]SS in the gas phase from [NO2] and [OH] shows that, at highest NOx concentrations up to 24 µg m-3 HNO3 were 10 

formed in the gas phase, but less than 0.1 µg m-3 of inorganic nitrate was found in the particle phase. For the same [NOX]SS, 

the mass fractions of organic or inorganic nitrate in SOA were about the same for α-pinene and β-pinene, indicating that the 

formation of condensable OrgNO3 was similar. The determination of OrgNO3 comprises some uncertainty, but even if we 

count all inorganic nitrate as OrgNO3 we get an upper limit of less than 4%. 

We compared the amount of OrgNO3 in particles to that in the gas phase. As shown in section 3.1, at [NOX]SS ~20 ppb about 15 

33 µg m-3 OrgNO3 was formed in the gas phase. At similar [NOX]SS and similar β-pinene concentrations ([NOX]SS ~22 ppb, 

[β-pinene]SS ~6 ppb) the fraction of OrgNO3 in the particle phase was only 1.6 ± 0.64 % (Fig. 7), i.e. less than 0.4 µg m-3 

OrgNO3 was bound in particles. We conclude that many ON are too volatile to significantly contribute to the particulate 

phase. However, considering the low volatility HOM-ON (section 3.5), HON-ON should contribute to particle mass 

eventually providing the particulate OrgNO3. We estimated the mass fraction of OrgNO3 bound in HOM-ON. For this we 20 

considered all HOM with 6 and more O-atoms in the HOM-moiety (molecular mass >230 Da) because their γeff is large 

enough to partition significantly into the particle phase and to contribute efficiently to SOA mass. As shown in Figure 6, the 

HOM partitioned without preference, independent of being HOM-PP or HOM-ON. We first determined the fraction on a 

molecular base by using the ratios of signal intensities, which is identical to using concentrations c: 

 25 

𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀−𝑂𝑁 )

𝑐(𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐻𝑂𝑀)
≈

∑ 𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀−𝑂𝑁 )405
241

∑ 𝑐(𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐻𝑂𝑀)550
230

          (8) 

 

In Eq.8, the left hand term represents the molar fraction of HOM-ON. We summed all HOM with O ≥ 6, which included all 

HOM with γeff >0.5 and provides a lower limit. Signals at m/z>550 Da were not taken into account, since they were very low 

at high NOX levels and thus uncertain. In a second step we calculated from Eq.8 the mass ratio of OrgNO3. We split all HOM 30 

in the denominator of Eq.8 in HOM-ON and other termination products and multiplied the concentrations with the respective 

molar weight (Eq.9). The enumerator was multiplied with the molecular weight of the nitrate termination group: 
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𝑀(𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑁𝑂3)

𝑀(𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐)
≈

∑ 𝑐(𝐻𝑂𝑀−𝑂𝑁)∙62405
241

∑ 𝑐(𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚.𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑.)∙𝑚+550
230 ∑ 𝑐((𝐻𝑂𝑀−𝑂𝑁)∙(𝑚−62))405

241
       (9) 

 

In words, the left hand term in in Eq.9 gives the ratio of the total mass of OrgNO3 over the total organic mass of HOM with 

γeff > 0.5 (O ≥ 6). This value can be compared with the direct AMS observation of OrgNO3. Figure 8 shows the molecular 

ratios (calculated by Eq.8) and the mass fractions (Eq.9) in dependence on NOX. For α-pinene we were able to separate 5 

HOM-ON and HOM-RO2 unambiguously (see supplement). For β-pinene we give lower and upper limits of the molecular 

and mass fractions, because of uncertainties in the HR analysis that were induced by the stronger fragmentation and 

overlapping progressions of compounds with different number of C but same unit molecular mass. For the lower limit shown 

in Figure 8, we applied a peak list with all identified signals at low and high NOX concentrations for fitting, whereas the 

upper limit was achieved by using the peak list optimized for high NOX cases. (The reason for the spread can be explained as 10 

follows: the approach with the peak list with all identified peaks attributes some HOM-RO2 to the HON-ON signal, 

independent if the specific HOM-RO2 exist in the chemical system or not, while the approach with the high NOX peak list 

has the tendency to falsely attribute HOM-ON to existing HOM-RO2 missing in the high NOX peak list.) 

Both, HOM-ON and OrgNO3 mass fraction increased with [NOX], similarly for both MT. For α-pinene about 40 % of the 

detected HOM were HOM-ON and more than 10 % of the HOM mass was OrgNO3 once [NOX] was larger than 30 ppb 15 

([BVOC]SS/[NOX]SS < 2 ppbC/ppb). For upper limit case of β-pinene we achieved about the same fractions as observed for 

α-pinene (50 ppb NOX : [BVOC]SS/[NOX]SS < 1.1 ppbC/ppb). Since we considered only HOM that efficiently condense on 

particles, one would expect that OrgNO3 brought by HOM-ON alone should contribute about 10 % of the SOA mass. This 

was not the case, as the direct comparison in Figure 8 shows. The maximum contribution of particulate OrgNO3 was about 3 

%, i.e. the measured OrgNO3 was a factor of 3 to 4 lower than expected: the OrgNO3 bound in low volatility HOM-ON 20 

which could potentially contribute to SOA mass was significantly higher than OrgNO3 directly observed in the particle 

phase. 

 

3.7 Mass concentration of HOM 

To estimate an possible effect of hydrolysis of OrgNO3 and re-evaporation of HNO3, potential condensable mass 25 

concentration (cMass) was derived by weighing the concentration (ci
N ) of each HOMi by its molecular mass (Mi) in the range 

of 230 Da to 550 Da: 

 

𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖
𝑁 ∙ 𝑀𝑖

550

230
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Herein cN is the concentration that was corrected according to the method described in supplement section S2. Figure 9 

shows the calculated mass concentrations with and without hydrolysis in dependence on NOX. The relative uncertainty limits 

were estimated to 19%. The uncertainty was estimated from the standard deviation of the data obtained at low [NOX] 

conditions (9 measurements). Uncertainties of [NOX]SS were estimated to be ± 10%. The uncertainty of absolute 

concentrations caused by the uncertainty of the calibration factor (see supplement S1) is much higher than the uncertainty 5 

limits shown in the Figure 9. However, as the systematic error of the calibration factor is the same for each data point it does 

not affect the observed trend of only somewhat decreasing mass concentrations of HOM with increasing NOX.  

In case of HOM-ON, cmass includes the mass of OrgNO3. According to many studies particulate ON is undergoing 

hydrolysis, leading to loss of HNO3 (Bean and Hildebrandt Ruiz, 2016; Boyd et al., 2015; Rindelaub et al. 2015; Takeuchi 

and Ng, 2017). It is not clear if organic material lost from the particulate phase besides OrgNO3 (Fisher et al., 2016, 10 

Takeuchi and Ng, 2017, Zare et al. 2019). The efficiency of the hydrolysis of OrgNO3 depends on RH and particle acidity 

and several studies report fractions of hydrolyzed particulate ON in a range of 10 - 60% (Bean and Hildebrandt Ruiz, 2016; 

Boyd et al., 2015; Browne et al., 2013; Rindelaub et al. 2015; Takeuchi and Ng, 2017). 

We indicate the resulting SOA mass after considering OrgNO3 loss by hydrolysis and evaporation of HNO3 by a prime as 

cmass’ in Figure 9 (details for the calculations of cmass’ see section 4.3). It is obvious from Figure 9 that the mass 15 

concentration of condensable HOM is about 30% lower at the highest NOX conditions compared to those at low NOX 

conditions. It is furthermore evident that the differences between cmass and cmass’ are quite low which is showing re-

evaporation of HNO3 is of minor importance for explaining the SOA mass suppression with increasing NOX in the system. 

An explanation must then be the observed strong decrease of the accretion products with increasing NOX as shown in Figure 

2. 20 

4 Discussion  

4.1 Organic nitrates and SOA formation. 

Several studies on organic nitrates (ON) or organic bound nitrate (OrgNO3) in SOA refer to reactions of unsaturated volatile 

organic compounds with NO3 ( Claflin and Ziemann, 2018; Faxon et al., 2018; Fry et al., 2013, 2014; Kiendler-Scharr et al., 

2016; Lee et al., 2016a, Ng et al., 2017 and references therein). The pathway of forming ON by NO3 was negligible in our 25 

experiments as we applied quite high light intensity, humidity and also high NO concentrations during our experiments. 

These experimental conditions inhibited formation of NO3 at relevant concentrations because NO3 was efficiently destroyed 

by photolysis, by reactions with NO and by scavenging of N2O5 at the humid surfaces of the chamber walls. The HOM-ON 

measured during our experiments were formed in reactions R6a and R7.  

There are some studies with respect to the SOA content of ON formed by photo-oxidation (Berkemeier et al., 2016; Lee et 30 

al., 2016b; Nozière et al., 1999; Rollins et al., 2010; Takeuchi et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2015b; Zhao et al., 2018) wherein in 

most cases mass fraction of ON of the total SOA mass is reported. According to literature data, ON produced during photo-
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oxidation or ozonolysis contribute between 3 % (Lee et al., 2016b) and 40% (Berkemeier et al., 2016) to the total SOA mass. 

This compares well with the mass fraction of HOM-ON with molecular masses >230 Da, which varied from 0-50% with 

increasing NOX (Figure 4). HOM-ON (>230 Da) provide a measure of the expected contribution of ON to SOA as HOM-ON 

and all other HOM should condense with same efficiency as shown by their γeff in Figure 6.  

We determined OrgNO3 by the AMS as a diagnostics for ON in the particulate phase. The OrgNO3 mass fractions ranged 5 

from 0 % (no NOX addition) to 2.7 %, which is within the range 0.6 - 8% of most literature data but at the lower end 

(Nozière et al., 1999; Rollins et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2015b; Berkemeier et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016b; Zhao et al., 2018). 

(When mass fractions of particulate ON were given, we estimated OrgNO3 assuming an average molecular mass of 300 Da 

and one nitrate group per ON; see supplement section S5). In our study we showed that OrgNO3 depends on the NOX level 

([VOC]/[NOX] level) as expected from established peroxy radical chemistry in presence of NOX. This finding can probably 10 

explain the wide range of ON and OrgNO3 fractions reported for SOA formation in presence of NOX. Detailed and 

meaningful comparison of our data to those reported in literature requires knowing the [VOC]/[NOX] ratios during SOA 

formation in the respective experiments. The [VOC]/[NOX] ratio is known for experiments made by us in the SAPHIR 

chamber in Jülich (Zhao et al., 2018). Zhao et al. (2018) achieved a mass fraction of 11% for OrgNO3 which is significantly 

higher than the OrgNO3 mass fractions in this study. Interestingly, the 11% found by Zhao et al. (2018) are close to the 10% 15 

mass fraction of OrgNO3 determined for the total HOM in this study. These findings will be further discussed in section 4.3. 

4.2 Effective uptake coefficients  

We provided data on effective uptake coefficients, γeff , which allowed differentiation between SVOC, LVOC and ELVOC. 

The dependence of γeff on the number of O-atoms in the HOM (Figure 6) suggests that the OrgNO3 found in SOA 

predominantly originates from HOM-ON with 6 and more O-atoms (without -NO). We conclude that ON with less than 5 O-20 

atoms are not so important for the formation of SOA at least at small loads of SOA. This conclusion is confirmed by our 

observation of small mass fractions of OrgNO3 in HOM monomers (0-10%) and in the particle phase (0-3%) despite of the 

large ON fractions produced overall in the gas phase (molecular yield > 30%, Figure 1 in  section 3.1) . From all ON only a 

few percent - the HOM-ON - made it into the particulate phase (sections 3.1 and 3.6).  

Our findings are in agreement with observations by Lee et al. (2016b) in a field study. They also show that the distribution of 25 

signal intensities for HOM-ON in the gas phase is different from that in the particle phase. Comparing the signal intensities 

for HOM-ON with the same number of O-atoms between gas phase and particle phase, respectively (Figure 2 in Lee et al., 

2016b), it seems that the higher the number of O-atoms, the more the ON partition in the particle phase. As there was no 

calibration for gas phase HOM-ON, absolute numbers for partitioning coefficients or effective uptake coefficients were not 

obtained. Our data are qualitatively consistent with those of Lee et al. (2016b), suggesting that the basics of HOM-ON 30 

condensation in our laboratory studies are similar to those in the environment.  
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Comparison between γeff determined for HOM-PP and HOM-ON indicated that there were no significant and systematic 

differences at least for the HOM moieties with more than 6 O-atoms. The variability in γeff in Figure 6 is probably caused by 

the fact that more than one compound with different structure and functionalization is contributing to each data point. E.g. 

C10H16Ox showed a large γeff at O number of 7 (Figure 6). The signal assigned to C10H16O7 could be dominated by a 

compound with extreme low vapor pressure.  5 

The independence of the overall uptake behavior from the termination groups can be understood from the basics of group 

contribution models (Capouet and Müller, 2006; Pankow and Asher, 2008): HOM peroxy radicals with more than 6 O-atoms 

already carry protic functional groups - OH, -OOH, C(=O)OH, or C(=O)OOH - from the several autoxidation steps. Thus 

their vapor pressure is low because of the ability to form (multiple) hydrogen bonds. The termination reactions R3, R4a, 

R6a, and R7 only form one more functional group of the respective HOM. Except of the functional group added by the 10 

termination reaction, distributions of functional groups are the same for all monomer termination products originating from 

the same HOM peroxy radical. This also includes HOM-ON. Hence, no substantial differences should be expected for the 

vapor pressures of all monomer termination products produced originating from the same HOM peroxy radical.  

Considering the molecular mass instead of O-atoms of the HOM moiety, HOM-ON have higher vapor pressure compared to 

HOM-PP (Peräkylä et al., 2019), despite of  the heavier termination group -ONO2 compared to -OOH, =O, or -OH. Note, 15 

that the number of functional groups cannot be inferred one to one from the number of O-atoms. HOM-peroxy radicals can 

be formed via autoxidation of peroxy radicals or via H-shifts and O2 addition in alkoxy radicals and thus there may be 

different numbers of O-atoms per functional groups. In addition, peroxy radicals may have the same molar weights but may 

have different molecular structures. With this limitation in mind, we will exploit the relationship between γeff and O atoms as 

proxy for the number of functional groups in the next step of interpretation.  20 

Starting from a given HOM-peroxy radical, the number of functional groups in the termination products is the same, 

independent if a HOM-PP or a HOM-ON is being formed. However, the masses of HOM-PP and HOM-ON differ. If a 

HOM-ON is formed, it contains 1 N and 1 or 2 O-atoms more than the parent HOM peroxy radical (depending on NO or 

NO2 being added). If a HOM-PP is formed in a reaction of the same HOM peroxy radical with another peroxy radical, HO2 

or RO2, the number of O-atoms stays constant in case of hydroperoxide formation or decreases by 1 in case of ketone or 25 

alcohol formation. This means that the formation of HOM-ON generally increases the molecular mass compared to a HOM-

PP (as was considered in Figure 6). Since the γeff are similar for all monomer HOM originating from the same HOM peroxy 

radical, i.e. HOM-PP and HOM-ON have similar vapor pressures, a gain of SOA mass could be expected if HOM-ON are 

produced instead of HOM-PP (≈10% gain per HOM-ON for NO and at a molecular mass of 300 Da). However, whether this 

potential mass gain can be realized at all in a long term net increase of SOA mass in NOX containing systems will depend on 30 

the fate of the ON in the particle phase. 
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4.3 Comparison of OrgNO3 in HOM to OrgNO3 in particles 

Comparing the data shown in Figure 8, it is obvious that the mass fraction of OrgNO3 in gas-phase HOM is 3 to 4 times 

higher than that found in the particulate phase. As all considered HOM (molecular mass > 230 Da) have a high efficiency for 

SOA formation, a fraction of about 10 % OrgNO3 would be expected in the particle phase. Zhao et al. (2018) performed 

experiments of α-pinene photo-oxidation in presence of 20 ppb NOX at a lower relative humidity of ≈30% in the SAPHIR 5 

chamber in Jülich. Of course there are differences between steady state experiments in JPAC and time dependent 

experiments in the batch reactor SAPHIR; However, applying the same instrumentation and using the same evaluation 

schemes as here, Zhao et al. (2018) find a mass fraction of 11% for OrgNO3 in the particulate phase, i.e. mass closure as 

expected if all HOM with more than 6 O-atoms contribute to SOA formation. This is more than the 2-3% OrgNO3 that we 

realized in the particulate phase. A difference between the experiments here in JPAC and Zhao et al. (2018) in SAPHIR was 10 

the relative humidity which was about 30 % by Zhao et al. (2018) and 63% in the study here. We suggest that the RH may be 

the key to bring this study and the results by Zhao et al. (2018) in agreement, although we cannot provide further 

experimental proof. However, there are several studies implying that ON undergo hydrolysis in the condensed phase (Bean 

and Hildebrandt Ruiz, 2016; Boyd et al., 2015; Browne et al., 2013; Day et al., 2010; Fisher et al., 2016; Jacobs et al., 2014; 

Lee et al., 2016b; Liu et al., 2012; Rindelaub et al., 2016, 2015). Thus, hydrolysis can be suspected as a mechanism 15 

explaining both, the lower fraction of OrgNO3 in the particle phase compared to that stored in HOM organic nitrates and the 

lower amount or OrgNO3 found in this study compared to that found by Zhao et al. (2018).  

In addition, hydrolysis of OrgNO3 could contribute to SOA mass suppression. We estimated the effect of ON hydrolysis on 

the remaining SOA mass under the assumption that all HOM-ON with γeff > 0.5 had condensed on SOA. By hydrolysis of 

organic nitrates HNO3 is formed and the nitrate functionality at the organic rest is replaced by an OH group (Hu et al., 2011). 20 

HNO3 is too volatile to stay in the particle phase (e.g., Browne et al., 2013; Romer et al., 2016) and we found only negligibly 

small amounts of inorganic nitrate in particles despite of high HNO3 production in the gas phase (section 3.1). As a 

consequence, on average 1/5 of the mass of the HOM-ON that originally condensed on particles might re-evaporate and 

indeed reduce the amount of condensed mass. The question is what happens to the remaining organic moiety. As long as 

hydrolysis does not lead to fragmentation of the organic rest, hydrolysis just replaces the nitrate group by the protic OH 25 

group. The number of functional groups remains the same and no strong changes in the vapor pressures are expected for the 

organic rest. As a consequence the organic rest of the former organic nitrate would stay in the particle phase. If so, 

hydrolysis and re-evaporation of HNO3 should not lead to a mass loss high enough to explain the often observed suppressing 

effect of NOX on SOA mass formation in laboratory studies. The mass loss per evaporated HNO3 is 63 Da. The water 

molecule driving the hydrolysis can be from gas-phase or particulate phase and exchange of water between the phases is fast. 30 

The de facto mass loss therefore should be 45 Da per evaporating HNO3. A part of this loss is “compensated”; depending on 

the HOM-ON being formed by NO or NO2 and, depending on the HOM-PP not produced instead of the organic nitrate, this 

mass gain is between 29 Da and 63 Da per formed HOM-ON. Thus, the net effect of mass gain by the formation of a HOM-
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ON instead of a HOM-PP in the gas phase and the possible mass loss due to evaporation of HNO3 from the particle phase 

should be very low or negligible. 

4.4 Suppression of accretion products and SOA yield 

In the previous section we have shown that the formation of organic nitrates instead of other HOM monomer termination 

products cannot explain the suppressing effect of NOX even if we consider hydrolysis and loss of HNO3. Also increasing 5 

fragmentation via alkoxy radicals from reaction R6b seemed to play only a minor role (see section 3.3, Figure 3). Reasons 

are that fragments formed in α-scission can still be highly functionalized, thus are simply HOM with less C atoms. In 

addition bond scission in alkoxy radicals of α- and β-pinene can lead to ring opening retaining the carbon number.  

Moreover, isomerization of alkoxy radicals is another pathway (unimolecular or bimolecular) that leads eventually to peroxy 

radicals with same number of carbon atoms that could undergo further autoxidation and/or terminate to highly functionalized 10 

HOM (Vereecken et al. 2009, 2010). 

The most probable explanation for the NOX induced suppression of SOA formation in laboratory studies is the suppression 

of HOM-ACC formation. At low NOX conditions, the mass fraction of HOM-ACC is similar to those of monomers and it 

dropped to less than 30% at high NOX (Figure 3). Hence, besides reduction of [OH] at high NOX, suppression of HOM-ACC 

formation by NOX might lead to a strong suppression of SOA formation in laboratory studies.  15 

The precursors of the respective HOM-ACC are the key to understand how the suppression of HOM-ACC formation could 

lead to a suppression of SOA formation. As we showed in Figure 3 HOM-ACC decreased with NOX, while HOM monomers 

remained about constant. We therefore analyze how a reduction of SOA could be realized when HOM monomers (here 

HOM-ON) are formed instead of HOMM-ACC. According to reaction R5, HOM accretion products are produced from two 

peroxy radicals (Berndt et al., 2018a, 2018b). The other product of this reaction is molecular oxygen and thus the molecular 20 

mass of the HOM accretion product is lower by 32 Da than the sum of the molecular masses of both monomer peroxy 

radicals. If two HOM-ON are formed from two HOM-RO2 by reactions R6a and R7 instead of one HOM-ACC, each of them 

gains molecular mass due to the addition of NO (30 Da) or NO2 (46 Da). Comparing the molecular mass of two HOM-ON to 

that of the HOM-ACC formed from the same HOM-RO2, there may be even a gain of 92 Da to 124 Da when two HOM-ON 

are formed on cost of one HOM-ACC. This gain considers the addition of two NO or two NO2 in the formation of HOM-ON 25 

and the loss of O2 in HOM-ACC formation. Hence, if the respective HOM-ACC is formed by HOM-RO2 radicals that 

anyhow would form low volatility HOM-ON, the suppression of HOM-ACC should actually lead to an increase of total 

condensable mass.  

The situation is different if we assume that classical (“non SOA forming”) RO2 with lower O:C ratio were involved in HOM-

ACC formation besides HOM-RO2. If the RO2 is not terminated by a HOM-RO2 to HOM-ACC, the volatility of its classical 30 

termination products may be too high to allow for effective condensation and contribution to SOA formation. In such cases, 

HOM-ACC formation would lead to a gain of condensable mass by scavenging the “non SOA forming” peroxy radical. In 
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turn, suppression of HOM-ACC formation would indeed lead to a net loss of condensable mass. This effect is de facto the 

same as accretion product suppression by isoprene peroxy radicals described by McFiggans et al. (2019).  

The loss could be even stronger when two intermediate level oxidized (functionalized) peroxy radicals are involved in the 

accretion product formation. If both form volatile termination products otherwise, the whole accretion product accounts for 

loss. Involvement of “non-SOA forming” RO2 in HOM-ACC formation can be verified by looking at average O:C ratios 5 

derived from high resolution peak identification. For α-pinene at the background level of NOX the average O:C is 0.97 for 

the monomers and 0.68 for the accretion products. The lower O:C ratios of HOM-ACC indicate a substantial contribution of 

RO2 with smaller numbers of O atoms.  

Since HOM-ACC can be formed from many permutations of HOM-RO2 and “non-SOA forming” RO2, clear identification 

of the respective precursors is not possible. Referring to rate coefficients reported by Berndt et al. (2018b), which decrease 10 

with the degree of functionalization by two orders of magnitude, we propose that there may be three types of pathways to 

accretion products: HOM-RO2· + HOM-RO2·, HOM-RO2· + RO2·,  and RO2· + RO2·. Formation of accretion products by 

reaction HOM-RO2· + RO2· were observed for cyclopentene by Mentel et al. (2015). For illustration we simply assume that 

accretion product formation involves a pre-stabilized adduct (in analogy to the Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism). Then 

HOM-RO2· + HOM-RO2· would form a relatively long lived and relatively stable adduct because of the high 15 

functionalization of the reactants (with protic functional groups). Such adduct would live long enough to react to the 

accretion products e.g. as proposed by Valiev et al. (Chem. Comm., 2019). HOM-RO2·+RO2· form weaker adducts with 

shorter lifetimes, but there are more collisions to form adducts as [RO2·] are higher than [HOM-RO2·].  RO2· +  RO2· may 

still take place, driven by bare number of collisions. All involved RO2· must have certain degree of functionalization (Berndt 

et al. 2018a, b). First generation RO2· contain only 3 O-atoms, but are by far the most abundant. Reactions of first generation 20 

peroxy radicals could therefore still make a contribution to accretion products.  

We conclude that suppression of HOM accretion product formation is a mechanism that leads to lower amounts of 

condensable mass because of involvement of “non SOA forming” RO2· and therefore can explain the suppressing effect of 

NOX on SOA formation. Note that in the experiments here RO2· dominated over HO2·. This is often the case in laboratory 

studies with enhanced VOC and oxidant levels. Insofar, suppression of accretion products may well explain the dependence 25 

of SOA formation on NOX (and the variability) observed in laboratory studies. In the atmosphere, photochemical accretion 

product formation at low NOX can often be less important because termination reactions with HO2 are more important for 

HOM formation than termination reactions with RO2 (compare Berndt et al., 2018a for example of isoprene). 

5 Summary and conclusion 

We characterized the role of ON for SOA mass formation. One finding was that low functionalized ON do not contribute 30 

much to particle formation. Only HOM-ON with more than 6 O-atoms at the HOM moiety can efficiently contribute to SOA 

mass formation at least at mass loads as investigated here. Thereby HOM-ON with 6 to 7 O atoms showed partitioning with 
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γeff of about 0.5, i.e. about 50% staying in the particulate phase. Once the HOM-ON contained more than 8 O-atoms their 

loss on particles was collision limited and nearly 100% resided in the particulate phase. This supports expectations that 

HOM-ON with more than 8 O-atoms will have extreme low volatility. No significant and systematic differences in γeff were 

found between HOM-ON and HOM-PP when they have the same number of O-atoms in the moiety, i.e. when they arise 

from the same HOM-RO2. Hence, different volatility of HOM-ON and HOM-PP from different termination reactions can be 5 

discarded as reason for the suppressing effect of NOX on SOA mass formation. Hydrolysis of HOM-ON in the particle phase 

and re-evaporation of HNO3 seems also insufficient to explain the suppressing impacts of NOX on SOA mass formation. Re-

evaporation of HNO3 more or less just compensates the mass gain due to the formation of a HOM-ON instead of a HOM-PP. 

Thus we conclude that formation of HOM-ON instead of HOM-PP (i.e. hydroperoxides, -alcohols, -ketones, -carboxylic or -

percarboxylic acids) cannot be the main reason for the often observed suppressing effect of NOX on SOA formation in 10 

photochemical systems. Since a suppressing effect of NOX on SOA mass formation is well documented in the literature 

(Presto et al., 2005; Kroll et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007; Eddingsaas et al., 2012; Sarrafzadeh et al., 2016; Stirnweis et al., 

2017), there must be other mechanisms causing this suppression. One effect is the lowering of the OH level by NOX (e.g. 

Sarrafzadeh et al., 2016; Lee et al. 2020). If OH is kept constant, we observed strong suppression of HOM-ACC with 

increasing [NOX]. Formation of HOM-ON via fast R6a, R7 in competition to R4a is probably the reason of the observed 15 

phenomenon, especially if R6a and R7 prevent that less functionalized RO2 are trapped in low volatility accretion products. 

Without forming accretion product, there is no chance for them to participate in SOA mass formation because of the high 

volatility of their other termination products. Keeping off less functionalized HOM-RO2 from forming accretion products 

leads to loss of one molecular mass unit of less functionalized RO2 or even the whole accretion product if it was formed by 

two intermediate level oxidized peroxy radical. This effect may be less expressed in the atmosphere as RO2 - RO2 20 

interactions in low NOX cases are less important than in our laboratory study.  

There is another contribution left for an explanation of SOA mass suppression by NOX: the decomposition of alkoxy radicals 

that are formed in reaction R6b. We showed in Figure 3 that fragmentation of alkoxy radicals led to C<10 compounds, that are 

still HOM that contribute to SOA. At the current stage the overall impact of alkoxy radicals on HOM and SOA formation is 

difficult to address and needs closer study (in preparation). 25 

Note, that we considered the photochemistry of NOX to SOA contribution for two major MT, α-pinene and β-pinene. We 

find that that SOA yields are fairly independent of NOX, but drop significantly at the highest NOX levels. Model studies 

show that increase of NOX emissions may also lead to more SOA, when NO3 is the oxidant (e.g. Pye et al. 2015) or when 

isoprene is involved (Marais et al. 2016). In the latter case NO directs the gas phase mechanism toward isoprene products 

with reactive uptake, while for compounds like α-pinene and β-pinene, investigated here, condensation is more important for 30 

SOA formation and thus vapor pressures controls SOA yields. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1: Overview of α-pinene and β-pinene experiments  

 5 

Experiment Description 

 

[VOC]0
a
 

[ppb] 

[NOX]0
a
 & ([NOX]SS

b
) 

[ppb] 

[O3]SS
b
 

[ppb] 

[OH]SS
b
 

[10
7 
cm

-3
] 

1. Gas-phase yield of ON 

and gas-phase OrgNO3 

(Section 3.1) 

 

β-pinene  39→0   

m-xylene  3.7   

50  

(20→30) 

19→30 2.3±20% 

2. Formation of HOM-ON  

(Section 3.3)   

α-pinene  16.5 

 

0.3 / 7.5 / 15.3c / 26.7 / 39.7 / 45.5 

(0.3 / 1.8 / 3.7c / 5.7 / 8.7 / 10.4)  

/ 52.9 / 59.1 / 83.3 / 137.8 

(/ 12.4 / 15.8 / 26.8 / 72.2) 

62 -152 4.5 -7.5 

 

 

 

 

β-pinene  37   3.9 / 53.8 / 113.6 / 194 

(1.2 / 16.5 / 37.0 / 77.) 

Not 

determined 

Not 

determined 

3. Effective uptake 

coefficientsd (Section 3.4) 

α-pinene  12.5  

 

0.3  

(0.3) 

29 

 

9.2±20% 

 

 

 

 

β-pinene  37 

 

30 

(4) 

49 8.8±20% 

4. OrgNO3 in SOA 

(Section 3.5) 

α-pinene  46  

 

0.3 / 32.0 / 51.0 / 60.0 

(0.3 / 10.4 / 17.5 / 19.5) 

37 - 62 

 

4.7- 7.7 

 

 

 

 

β-pinene  38 

 

0.3 / 6.7 / 13.4 / 32.9 / 54.8 / 103 

(0.3 / 5.1 / 9.5 / 21.7 / 35.5 / 45.7) 

44 – 53 

 

0.9 - 3.7 

 

a  subscript 0 refers to mixing ratio in the inflow 
b  subscript SS refers to mixing ratio in steady state 
c  average of two experiments at [NOX]0 of 15 and 15.5 ppb ([NOX]SS of 3.6 and 3.75 ppb) 
d  in presence of ammonium sulfate seed aerosols  
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Figures 

 

 

  

 5 

Figure 1: Time series of [β-pinene] (green squares, left scale), [NOX] (blue circles, left scale) and [OH] (open brown circles, right 

scale). The experiment served to estimate the sum of organic nitrates (ON) formed in a mix of NOX and β-pinene. M-xylene ([m-

xylene]0 ~ 3.7 ppb) was added to the chamber as tracer for OH. At time t = -2.4 h OH formation was induced by O3 photolysis. At 

time t = 0 h, β-pinene addition was stopped and at time t = 1.7 h J(O
1
D) was reduced to obtain the same [OH] as in presence of β-

pinene at time -1 h. 10 
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Figure 2. HOM spectra from photo-oxidation of α-pinene (left panels) and β-pinene (right panels) without NOX addition (upper 

panels) and with NOX addition (lower panels). NOX concentrations in the α-pinene and β-pinene experiment were 26 ppb and 38 5 

ppb, respectively. Background NOX was 0.3ppb. The signals were normalized to the sum over all detected ions. For the α-pinene 

example, in the low NOX case HOM monomers contribute ≈0.4 μg m
-3

 and HOM-ACC ≈0.3 μg/m
-3

, whereas at 26 ppb NOX HOM 

monomers contribute ≈0.4 μg m
-3

 and HOM-ACC less than 0.1 μg/m
-3 

(compare Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Mass concentration of HOM products in dependence on [NOX]SS in α-pinene photo-oxidation experiments. C5-C20 

compounds with molecular masses 230-550 Da were added up for total HOM (black squares) and divided into HOM monomers 5 

(light blue circles) and HOM accretion products (blue triangles). The analysis is based on the assigned peaks (>90% of the total 

signal) and the sensitivity of 3.7×10
10

 molecules cm
-3

 nc
-1

 (suppl. section 1.2). HOM accretion products decrease with increasing 

[NOX]SS: at the lowest and highest NOX levels of 0.3 ppb and 72 ppb HOM-ACC contribute 0.3 μg m
-3

 and 0.09 μg m
-3

, 

respectively, to total HOM, whereas HOM monomers contribute about 0.4 μg m
-3

 over the whole range. More than 70% of HOM-

ACC were suppressed at the highest [NOX] while HOM monomers remained about constant. The increasing importance of alkoxy 10 

radicals with increasing [NOX]SS is indicated by the small circles: C5-9 compounds (small open circles) arise in large parts from 

fragmentation of alkoxy radicals. They double from ≈0.9 to ≈1.8 μg m
-3 

at the highest
 
[NOX]SS, whereas the C10 compounds (grey 

circles) drop by only about 30%.  C5-9 compounds must carry at least 7 O-atoms because the lower end of the mass range is set to 

230 Da which is the molecular mass of C10H14O6. Assuming that compounds in the selected mass range will contribute to SOA 

formation, the lower SOA yields at high [NOX] was due to the suppression of accretion products and increasing fragmentation via 15 

the alkoxy path played a minor role.  Dashed and dotted lines save to guide the eye and have no further meaning. Concentrations 

were corrected as described in supplement section S1.2. Turnover ranged from 8.7×10
7
 cm

-3
s

-1
 and 1.04×10

8
 cm

-3
s

-1
 leading to 

correction factors in a range of 1.1 - 0.8. The correction factors were close to one thus did not add much uncertainty. Observed 

particle surface ranged from ~10
-6

 m
2
m

-3
 to 6×10

-5
 m

2 
m

-3
 resulting in correction factors between 1.0 and 1.45 with the highest 

correction factors at lower [NOX]SS where new particle formation could not be suppressed.  20 
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Figure 4: HOM pattern from α-pinene photo-oxidation at two NOX levels in the monomer range. Panel A: low NOX conditions ([α-5 

pinene]SS = 1.7 ppb, [NOX]SS = 0.3 ppb), Panel B: high NOX conditions ([α-pinene]SS = 1.0 ppb, [NOX]SS = 8.7 ppb). Black bars: 

HOM-PP termination products of reactions R3 and R4a. Blue bars: HOM-ON (organic nitrates). Red bars = HOM-RO2 (peroxy 

radicals). The signals were normalized to the sum over all detected ions. Panel C: Mass concentrations of HOM monomers (green) 

in the molecular mass range 230-550 Da. HOM-ON (blue) are increasing with increasing [NOX]SS, HOM-PP (black) are 

decreasing, while the sum of all HOM-monomers remains about the same. At about 10 ppb [NOX]SS HOM-ON make up half of the 10 

HOM monomers and at 26 ppb [NOX]SS they make up about 50% of the total HOM (shown in Figure 3). 
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Figure 5: Plot of LP(HOM) calculated by Eq.(6) versus particle surface area, 𝐒𝐏, for the examples of HOM-ON with a molecular 5 

mass of = 293 Da (C10H15O6ONO2 & C9H11O7ONO2), HOM-PP with a molecular mass of 280 Da (C10H16O9 and C9H12O10), and 

HOM-PP with molecular mass of 278 (C10H14O9 and C9H10O10). HOM from β-pinene photo-oxidation ([β-pinene]SS ~ 10 ppb, 

[NOx]SS ~  4 ppb). Dividing the slopes by the respective ṽ/4 led to fFS×γeff ~ 0.5 for the example HOM-ON and ~ 0.6 in the latter 

cases. The main uncertainty arises from the scatter of LP(HOM) individual unit mass resolution data. Statistical errors of fFS×γeff 

were about ± 5%. 10 
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Figure 6: Effective uptake coefficients γeff for HOM-PP (C10H14OX black bars, C10H16OX, brown bars) and HOM-ON 

(C10H15OXNO2, blue bars) in dependence of the number of O atoms in the respective HOM. HOM with different numbers of C, H, 5 

and O atoms, e.g. C10HyOx and C9Hy-4Ox+1 HOM-PP, are treated together and the number of O-atoms is given for the C10-HOM-

PP. The second component, C9-HOM-PP, has one O atom more. Data were taken from β-pinene photo-oxidation experiment with 

[β-pinene]SS ~10 ppb, [NOX]SS ~ 4 ppb. The signal intensity for the C10H14O4 and HOM-ON with 4 O-atoms was too low to allow 

reliable determination of γeff and the respective data is left out. Uncertainties in 𝜸𝒆𝒇𝒇 arise from the determination procedure as 

shown in Figure 5. The black line indicates γeff = 1 and 0.5. An average Fuchs-Sutugin correction factor of 0.70 (dp =175nm) was 10 

applied to calculate γeff.  
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Figure 7: Mass fraction of organic bound nitrate (OrgNO3) in SOA in dependence of [NOX]SS (left y-axis). Black squares and red 

circles show data measured from α-pinene and β-pinene, respectively. SOA mass yields during the respective experiment are 5 

shown at the example of β-pinene (blue diamonds). The SOA load ranged from 11 μg m
-3

 to 23 μg m
-3

 with an average of 16±5 μg 

m
-3

. The data are corrected for wall losses of HOM. In absence of OH, [α-pinene]0 was around 46 ppb, [β-pinene]0 was around 37 

ppb. NOX was added at different amounts with [NOX]0 up to 103 ppb. Due to losses in reactions with OH and formation of organic 

nitrates, [NOX] decreased to the [NOX]SS levels shown here. Uncertainties in NOX data are estimated to ± 10%, uncertainties in 

SOA masses to ± 10 %, and uncertainties in the content of OrgNO3 are estimated to ± 40%. The black bars indicate the fraction of 10 

total nitrate (TotNO3, left scale) for the example of α-pinene, which is dominated by organic nitrate. 
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Figure 8: Molecular fractions of organic bound nitrate (OrgNO3, filled circles) and mass fractions of OrgNO3 (squares) as a 

function of [NOX]SS. Data from α-pinene (blue symbols) and β-pinene (orange and red symbols and areas). Molecular fraction of 5 

OrgNO3 and HOM-ON are the same by definition. The mass fraction of OrgNO3 in the gas-phase HOM is significantly higher 

than in the particulate phase as determined by AMS (open blue and red squares). 

The areas in orange and red give the potential error for β-pinene due to unresolved progressions and overlap of organic nitrates 

with peroxy radicals (as explained in text). 
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Figure 9. Mass concentrations of total HOM (C5-C20) with molar masses between 230 to 550 Da. Black triangles show mass 

concentrations c
mass

 as determined. Red squares show c
mass

’ i.e. the resulting SOA mass after considering OrgNO3 loss by 5 

hydrolysis and evaporation of HNO3. [α-pinene]SS = 0.9 to 2.2 ppb, [NOX]0 up to 125 ppb, [NOX]SS = 0.3 to 74 ppb. The effect of 

hydrolysis of 80% of the organic bound nitrate has no substantial effect on the SOA mass. Analysis is based on assigned molecular 

formulas (>90% of the total signal) applying the sensitivity of 3.7×10
10

 molecules cm
-3

 nc
-1

 (supplement section 1.2). 
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